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FOREWORD

Impunity Watch and PAX have been working to shed light on housing, land and property 
(HLP) rights in Syria since 2019. These efforts include exploring the most appropriate 
approach to protect and support these rights in the current context - paying special attention 
to the most affected and vulnerable communities – while also researching transformative 
solutions that may help these societies address current HLP problems and deal with historical 
discrimination. 

In this regard, and as part of our work to open the way for members of affected communities 
to express their concerns and demands, Impunity Watch and PAX supported this research to 
look more deeply into problems with HLP rights faced by the Palestinian community in Syria, 
which suffers from a special legal status and has been disproportionately affected during the 
war in Syria.

This report and the views of the authors do not necessarily represent the views and positions 
of IW and PAX. Nevertheless, we believe that the authors have a right to a platform for their 
opinions and demands, which is why we have supported the publication of this report.

Pax/Impunity Watch report (2020) Violations of Housing, Land and Property Rights: An Obstacle to Peace in Syria 
https://www.impunitywatch.nl
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https://www.impunitywatch.nl/docs/PolicyBrief_Syria_HLP_2020_eng.pdf
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Most properties owned by Palestinian refugees have been severely damaged or completely 
destroyed as a result of the Syrian regime’s war against Palestinian camps. As military opera-
tions in the camps came to an end, the regime prevented those who had remained in Syria 
from returning to their homes under various pretexts. At the same time, it announced new 
master plans to redevelop razed neighbourhoods, including Yarmouk Camp, and turn them 
into highly lucrative luxury housing. While the regime seems set to make a great deal of 
money from these redevelopment projects, Palestinian refugees face losing their homes and 
livelihoods with little chance of receiving any compensation.

This report has uniquely and expressly been produced by Palestinian-Syrians and it is based 
on the experiences of those from Yarmouk Camp. It aims to give more space to more voices 
from Yarmouk - not only as sources but also as producers of knowledge.

Access to housing, land and property (HLP) rights for Palestinians in Syria is extraordinarily 
complex as these rights differ according to the year of arrival and the legislation itself is open 
to broad interpretation – thereby making access to these rights highly vulnerable to corrup-
tion and arbitrariness. As a result, many have resorted to a range of methods to secure homes 
for their families according to whatever was permissible for their year of arrival in Syria. 
Some were able to buy commercial premises which were then used as residential homes, 
others built on disused land and negotiated purchase settlements later, others still built 
homes on state land allocated to refugee arrivals from Palestine. Each method carries varying 
legal force as few Palestinians were able to secure title deeds that were registered with the 
Land Registry.

Many in Syria have lost everything and have suffered great injustice. Palestinian refugees in 
Syria – having suffered forced exile at least twice in living memory – face a particularly pre-
carious legal situation and their plight has often been ignored. This report, written by Pales-
tinian-Syrian researchers, is primarily based on hours of testimony from those who have lived 
and witnessed the events of the war in Yarmouk Camp, including inter-faction fighting, ISIS 
control and bombardment by regime forces. Yarmouk Camp lies on the outskirts of Damascus 
and is considered the capital of the Palestinian diaspora in Syria. Palestinians in Syria have 
carved out lives and livelihoods despite entrenched discrimination, but face losing everything 
all over again.

The destruction on ���December �����of the Yarmouk Court building, which contained most 
civil legal documents including real estate records, created a major obstacle to accessing HLP 
rights for Palestinians. The ISIS presence was used as a pretext to destroy the camp and the 
scorched earth campaign from April to May 2018 ended in the destruction and depopulation 
of Yarmouk. Changes in the legal framework since 2011 and the Yarmouk redevelopment 
master plan further trampled over Palestinian HLP rights.
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Under the guise of ambitious post-war rebuilding, the regime is actually altering the demo-
graphic of areas that had previously shown significant support for opposition groups by pre-
venting the return of large numbers of former residents and enacting laws that enable it to 
seize land and property. In this way, the regime not only succeeds in subduing former rebel 
strongholds but has also managed to enrich itself by effectively confiscating vast swathes of 
land and property.

Loss of documents during the war and during the flight to Europe is an additional obstacle to 
claiming HLP rights. Victims of arbitrary detention and forced disappearance lose their HLP 
rights and female relatives face all kinds of obstacles when attempting to access their HLP 
rights. Displacement creates yet another obstacle to claiming HLP rights. 

Over the years, the war in Syria has greatly impacted the structure of the already-fragile 
Syrian state, whether at the political, administrative or economic level. This negative impact, 
however, has not hit the components  of Syrian society equally. Palestinian refugees have 
directly suffered from the protection vacuum that resulted from the decline in the functional 
role of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), a role based on representing Palestinians. 
On the other hand, the United Nation’s Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the 
Near East (UNRWA), the international UN body mandated with protecting them, has no 
mechanisms to actively defend their legal rights, as Palestinians were excluded from the 1951 
Refugee Convention and put under the separate, UNRWA mandate. 

In addition to the devastating human cost of the war in Syria in terms of casualties, arbitrary 
detention and forcibly disappeared people,  Palestinian refugees have paid a disastrous price 
on a material level; some refugee camps were destroyed, more than half of Syria’s Palestinians 
lost their homes and properties, and a large proportion permanently left the country, espe-
cially in the aftermath of the final attack on Yarmouk Camp. Furthermore, the Syrian regime 
prevented Palestinians from going back to Yarmouk and other camps, except for a very limit-
ed number of family members of pro-regime combatants. The regime even prevented Yar-
mouk residents from removing corpses buried under the rubble of its military campaign. 

We strongly believe HLP rights must be properly addressed in any political process to resolve 
the conflict in Syria. There can be no progress with regard to rebuilding Syria, including Yar-
mouk Camp, without a peaceful political transition that leads to a democratically-elected gov-
ernment. To achieve this, the following must be done:

All international and Syrian parties involved in the political process must comprehensive-
ly address the housing and property rights of Palestinian refugees in any transitional or 
final negotiations.

 

  In Arabic, the word “components” or “مكونات” is used as a non-sectarian term to describe different social, religious and ethnic groups.

  Draji, Ebrahim (2005) The basic Rights of Palestinian Refugees in Host Countries (Reality and Responsibility) (Arabic) https://al-adab.com

  The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria’s victim statistics published in February 2018 (Arabic): https://www.actionpal.org.uk
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Palestinian Refugees Portal factsheet (2019): A Panorama of Palestinian refugees in Syria and the New Dispersal (Arabic):https://refugeesps.net/ckfinder/userfiles/

Al-Jazeera news article (January 2019): Yarmouk Camp: The Regime Prevents Pulling Corpses Stuck under the Rubble (Arabic): https://cutt.ly/IjU1xTd
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https://al-adab.com/volume/2006-v.54/01-02
https://www.actionpal.org.uk/ar/post/9035
https://refugeesps.net/ckfinder/userfiles/files/%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%84%D8%AC%D9%88%D8%A1%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%81%D9%84%D8%B3%D8%B7%D9%8A%D9%86%D9%8A%20%D9%81%D9%8A%20%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%20%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%B1%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AC%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%AF.pdf
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The international community must pressure the regime to:

Ensure the participation of former residents, whether they have already returned or 
remain displaced, in determining the design and reconstruction of Yarmouk;

Digitise copies of all existing real estate records, especially those related to Palestinian 
camps, and provide exact replicas to concerned parties and offer flexible means to prove 
ownership if documents have been lost;

Abolish gender-based discrimination in all laws, especially the laws that prohibit Syrian 
women from bequeathing their property to their children and conferring citizenship to 
their children;

Disclose the fate of the forcibly disappeared in order for their families to be able to 
arrange their legal and social affairs, including those related to property, and create an 
emergency mechanism to protect the rights of women and children to properties regis-
tered in the name of their disappeared male relatives.

UNRWA must form a committee mandated with documenting and allowing Palestinians 
to register property in Syria and urgently work on rebuilding its destroyed facilities in the 
camps.

Please refer to our recommendations in full at the end of this report.

-

-

-

-

Research justification

Most studies of property rights in Syria pay no particular attention to the unique nature of 
Palestinian HLP rights as many people – including some researchers – mistakenly believe 
Palestinians have the same rights as Syrians under the law. This report seeks to set the record 
straight on the differences between HLP rights afforded to Syrians and Palestinians but also 
the different, and increasingly restricted, rights granted to Palestinians according to their 
year of entry to Syria.

The study will also explain the relevant legislation and demonstrate how Palestinian refugees 
in Syria circumvented these laws in order to secure homes for their already dispossessed fam-
ilies. Additional, gender-based inequalities will also be discussed as women explain how they 
have been forced to abandon their homes due to the absence of male relatives who died, were 
detained or were forcibly disappeared. Furthermore, the study will deal with the direct conse-
quences of the war on Yarmouk Camp in terms of property destruction and the loss of deeds. 
It will raise questions about the fate of these properties once the war ends given the regime’s 
redevelopment plans for Yarmouk in the wake of its destruction of the camp and the subse-
quent decision to annul the Yarmouk municipality. 
Finally, the study will present recommendations to those parties concerned with the rights of 
Palestinian refugees in Syria; a particularly urgent issue given that the Palestinian refugee 
presence in Syria has been largely absent from international discussions to date.



Palestinian Refugees Portal factsheet (2019): A Panorama of Palestinian refugees in Syria and the New Dispersal (Arabic):https://refugeesps.net/ckfinder/userfiles/

Al-Jazeera news article (January 2019): Yarmouk Camp: The Regime Prevents Pulling Corpses Stuck under the Rubble (Arabic): https://cutt.ly/IjU1xTd
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Methodology

This study adopts an approach based on dismantling research mechanisms associated with 
colonialism.  It represents a break in the prevailing discourse that excludes Palestinians in 
Syria from all discussions on the issue of reconstruction or other fundamental matters that 
would determine their fate, as those who conducted the research are victims themselves. The 
study is based on four systematic research pillars:

Reviewing the literature on the issue researched

The personal experiences of the authors during the 2011 revolution and the war that 
followed, which constitutes the basis of information in the study

Oral history based on semi-structured/open interviews

Extensive eyewitness and local expert interviews

This methodology, devoid of the mechanisms of colonisation, is important for two reasons. 
Firstly, we, as Palestinians in Syria, have always been the subject of research but now we are 
actively writing our stories. Secondly, as former residents of Yarmouk Camp, the media has 
depicted us as mere victims and consumers of aid. This has stripped us of our identity over the 
course of the humanitarian crisis. For instance, in March 2015, UK newspaper the Guardian 
described the camp as “the worst place on earth”.  Furthermore, the former chief spokesper-
son for UNRWA, Christopher Gunness, described Yarmouk as ‘the lexicon of man's inhumani-
ty to man”.  These dominant interpretations deprived us of any capacity for action and made 
our existence invisible. Therefore, we chose this research methodology to give more space to 
more voices from Yarmouk - not only as sources but as producers of knowledge. In this regard,
interviews were conducted on two stages:

Interviews between 2013 and 2014 which were: 

Unstructured discussions that allowed interviewees to narrate and interpret their stories 
as they wish.

Interviews in 2020 which were:

Expert interviews conducted with Syrians and Palestinians with specialist exper-
tise as lawyers, architects or engineers.

In-depth, semi-structured interviews with Palestinians based on knowledge 
obtained through their life experiences with open questions to create an open dia-
logue with the interviewee  leading the dialogue - an essential tool in conducting 
research based on decolonising research methodologies.

Decolonised research methodologies start with criticising dominant European research principals, which are also reflected in research and interview methods. As 
such, we do not believe in the production of so-called impartial and rational knowledge. See also:https://decolonialityeurope.wixsite.com

Article published by the UK’s Guardian news portal (2015) How Yarmouk refugee camp became the worst place in Syria: https://www.theguardian.com

Guardian newspaper article by Christopher Gunness (2014) Inside the hellhole of Yarmouk, the refugee camp that shames the world: https://www.theguardian.com

Kovach, M. (2010) Indigenous methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts (University of Toronto Press).

-

-

-
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The Nakba: Aftershocks suffered generation after generation 

“The Nakba is the pain that has accompanied you since your father’s foot was pierced by 
a thorn; that child who walked barefoot from Haifa to Aleppo and still, after seventy 
years, feels the wound in his foot,” Ahmed Amro, a Palestinian-Syrian lawyer who lived in 
Yarmouk Camp but has since moved elsewhere. 

Expelling Palestinians from their land and dispossessing them of property has been described 
by Israeli historian and activist Ilan Pappé as one of the largest organised ethnic cleansing 
operations since WWII.  When the acts of war of 1948 ended, leading to the establishment of 
the state of Israel, the Palestinian refugee status came into existence and remains, more than 
75 years later, without a solution. This is despite the fact that the UN linked its recognition of 
the Israeli state to it allowing Palestinian refugees to return to the homes from which they 
were expelled. 

The organised displacement operations carried-out by Zionist armed groups in 1948 resulted 
in the expulsion of about 750,000 Palestinians, constituting 54 per cent of the total number 
of Palestinians who lived in historic Palestine before the Nakba. 

Most displaced Palestinians went to the West Bank, which was annexed to the newly emerg-
ing, sparsely populated Kingdom of Jordan. As a result, these refugees were granted Jordani-
an citizenship.  Conversely, Palestinian refugees in Lebanon were deprived of most of their 
civil, political and human rights in a country founded on a delicately balanced sectarianism 
to which they were considered a threat. In Syria, where the number of refugees did not con-
stitute a significant percentage of the population, the matter was different.

https://decolonialityeurope.wixsite.com/decoloniality/charter-of-decolonial-research-ethics
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2015/mar/05/how-yarmouk-refugee-camp-became-worst-place-syria
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/09/syria-yarmouk-hellhole-palestinians
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Interviews were conducted after the research objective was completely clarified. Interviewees 
are acquaintances with personal interest in the researched subject. 

It is important to note that information that might expose some real identities has been modi-
fied or hidden – and some names have been changed - for fear of reprisals by the Syrian 
regime. 

The first round of interviews were conducted in person, while the second round were con-
ducted via an online communication medium chosen by the interviewee. The length of each 
interview ranged from between one and two hours. Records of the interviews were made and 
are only accessible to the interviewer. 

THE �����NAKBA

“A Palestinian who abandons their home once will not be able to take it back. Look at 
history,” said the late Kulthum Saker in 2013.  At the time, she was 74 years old. She 
remained in Yarmouk Camp with her daughter throughout the siege. When the regime 
captured the camp, she refused to leave and died at home on 20 November 2020.

It is impossible to understand the Palestinian-Syrian experience without reference to the 
Nakba (Arabic: النكبة, literally “the Catastrophe”); a traumatic event of such magnitude that it 
continues to shape the global Palestinian identity, attitudes and responses to contemporary 
experiences. It determined decisions made by the first generation of refugees who were 
expelled from their homes in Palestine more than seven decades ago; as many Yarmouk 
Camp residents refused to once again leave their homes, despite the departure of their fami-
lies and their own often desperate need for medical care. 

This prompted us to conduct interviews in 2013 with some of these Palestine-born elderly 
people in the besieged Yarmouk Camp.  They were asked why they had stayed in their homes 
despite the displacement of most of the camp’s residents following air strikes by Syrian 
aircraft in December 2012.  Most answers revolved around one idea, as explained  by 
78-year-old Fawzi Hamied:

“When our families were displaced from Palestine, we expected to return to our homes in 
a few weeks. We did not imagine that our suffering would continue for more than 65 
years. We lost our possessions and lands and we do not want the tragedy to reoccur. This 
camp is our little Palestine.” Hamied  remained in the camp with his wife who, like many 
who refused to leave, died later due to the lack of medical care. Others died from starva-
tion and subsequent shelling.

This chapter will address the effects of the Nakba as a founding event of the Palestinian refu-
gee crisis, the milestones associated with the emergence of their status and rights in Syria and 
the effect of the place of refuge on those rights.

12

13

14

  Face-to-face interview 2013.
  Multiple interviews conducted in person, online and via telephone 2013 – please note some names have been changed to protect identities.
  UK Guardian news report (2012): https://www.theguardian.com
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The Nakba: Aftershocks suffered generation after generation 

“The Nakba is the pain that has accompanied you since your father’s foot was pierced by 
a thorn; that child who walked barefoot from Haifa to Aleppo and still, after seventy 
years, feels the wound in his foot,” Ahmed Amro, a Palestinian-Syrian lawyer who lived in 
Yarmouk Camp but has since moved elsewhere. 

Expelling Palestinians from their land and dispossessing them of property has been described 
by Israeli historian and activist Ilan Pappé as one of the largest organised ethnic cleansing 
operations since WWII.  When the acts of war of 1948 ended, leading to the establishment of 
the state of Israel, the Palestinian refugee status came into existence and remains, more than 
75 years later, without a solution. This is despite the fact that the UN linked its recognition of 
the Israeli state to it allowing Palestinian refugees to return to the homes from which they 
were expelled. 

The organised displacement operations carried-out by Zionist armed groups in 1948 resulted 
in the expulsion of about 750,000 Palestinians, constituting 54 per cent of the total number 
of Palestinians who lived in historic Palestine before the Nakba. 

Most displaced Palestinians went to the West Bank, which was annexed to the newly emerg-
ing, sparsely populated Kingdom of Jordan. As a result, these refugees were granted Jordani-
an citizenship.  Conversely, Palestinian refugees in Lebanon were deprived of most of their 
civil, political and human rights in a country founded on a delicately balanced sectarianism 
to which they were considered a threat. In Syria, where the number of refugees did not con-
stitute a significant percentage of the population, the matter was different.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/dec/18/syria-palestinian-refugees-flee-yarmouk
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Damascus on 29 April 2010.
Qafisha, Moataz (2000) A Report on Palestinian Nationality (1917-2000), p47.
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Face-to-face interview, 2013 
Institute for Palestine Studies (Arabic): https://www.palestine-studies.org
In his The Palestinian Refugees in Syria. Their Past, Present and Future (1999), sociologist Hamad al-Maw’ed presents a glimpse of the contradictions between UNRWA and 
GAPAR estimated refugee statistics, p43.
The Palestinian Media Center (Arabic): https://www.palinfo.com
UNRWA, Yarmouk (unofficial camp): https://www.unrwa.org
The GAPAR official website (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
The GAPAR official website (Arabic):  http://www.gapar.sy

Palestinian refugees on the eve of the 2011 Syrian Revolution

“We walked, day and night, for eight days. When bullets whistled, we all ran including my 
aunt who was breastfeeding her son. I heard screams to find out that my aunt fell on the 
ground. We kept walking quickly until we reached Golan [city]. Two days later, we found 
my aunt but her son was dead. It was in Golan that I slept until the morning for the first 
time,” said 82-year-old Fatmeh al-Maw’ed, recalling her journey to Syria in 1948. She still 
lives in Yarmouk Camp.  

The number of Palestinian refugees in Syria multiplied from about 85,000 in the year of the 
Nakba to around 510,000 on the eve of the outbreak of the 2011 Syrian Revolution, according 
to UNRWA.  The General Administration for Palestine Arab Refugees (GAPAR) estimates the 
actual number at 600,000 Palestinians,  most of them, 68.8 per cent,  lived in Syria’s capital, 
Damascus, and the surrounding area.

The majority lived in twelve camps established in the 1950s, in which UNRWA handled sani-
tation and hygiene services except for three camps, including Yarmouk Camp, which were 
not recognised by UNRWA as official camps  because the Syrian government provided sanita-
tion services.
Palestinian refugees’ rights in Syria

The Syrian state issued Law 450 on 25 January 1949 establishing the General Commission for 
Palestine Arab Refugees to regulate the Palestinian presence in Syria. It was tasked with 
“organising and assisting the Palestinians, securing their needs, finding suitable jobs for 
them, and proposing measures to determine their current and future conditions”.  This insti-
tution later changed its name to the General Administration for Palestine Arab Refugees 
(GAPAR) and was affiliated with the Ministry of Social Affairs, having previously been affili-
ated with the Ministry of Interior. Its main task became organising personal status records 
for old and new refugees, managing camps and coordinating with UNRWA.

Many laws aimed at regulating the affairs of Palestinian refugees have been issued but Law 
260, issued on 10 July 1956, is considered the founding one as it granted the 1948 refugees an 
important part of the basic rights stipulated in the 1951 Refugee Convention, such as the 
right to education, work and movement. The law made Palestinians residing in Syria since 
1948 equal to Syrian citizens in terms of the right to employment, work, trade and military 
service “while retaining their original nationality”. 

It is important to pay special attention to this law as it governed the relationship between 
Palestinian refugees and the Syrian state in the years that followed. Unlike subsequent legis-
lation regulating the lives of Palestinians in Syria, this law was issued during the era of 
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the late President Shukri al-Quwatli by a Syrian government that enjoyed popular support 
after the 1954 election, which are commonly described as the most democratic elections in 
Syria’s modern history  and the fairest in terms of election law and procedures. This under-
lines a popular will to grant Palestinian refugees their rights and make them equal to Syrian 
citizens, unlike subsequent laws passed by later governments that largely did not reflect pop-
ular opinion.

Despite the importance of this law in terms of how and under which authority it was issued 
- and the fact that it was advanced in granting refugees broad rights - it has serious flaws and 
loopholes. These ambiguities have negatively impacted the lives of Palestinian refugees and 
left the door open for broad interpretation that could be used to deprive them of the rights 
they had been granted. 
Different rights according to year of arrival

Law 260 was issued in 1956 and only covered Palestinian refugees already resident in Syria 
at that date: primarily those who arrived as refugees in 1948 and their descendants, who 
became known as “1948 refugees”. Those who arrived after later wars in the region would be 
accorded different, lesser rights. Linking the definition of refugee status to the year of arrival 
in Syria constituted a loophole exploited by successive Baa’th governments to pressure Pales-
tinians, as those affiliated with anti-Syrian regime factions such as Fatah (formerly the 
Palestinian National Liberation Movement) were collectively punished by being deprived of 
the right to register as refugees if not among the 1948 refugees category, whereas their coun-
terparts who were affiliated with pro-regime factions, such as the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, General Command or PFLP-GC, were granted exceptions and conse-
quently registered as refugees by GAPAR, even if they had previously sought refuge in other 
countries such as Jordan and Lebanon. 
The 1948 refugees

This group, which also includes the descendants of those who arrived in 1948, represents the 
largest segment of Palestinians in Syria; approximately 85 per cent. Referred to as “those 
who enjoy equal status to Syrians” in Syrian law, they are the beneficiaries of Law 260; they 
have been registered in GAPAR and UNRWA records, they receive UNRWA aid, they have the 
right to work including in government posts, they have access to healthcare and education 
and they have the right to obtain Syrian travel documents by which they can travel to and 
from the country freely. 

They are subject to Syrian laws on an equal basis with Syrian citizens in all areas other than 
having the right to vote, to stand in political elections, to hold high public office or to take 
Syrian nationality (except for Palestinian women who married Syrian men). Syrian women, 
on the other hand, cannot grant nationality to their children or husband, consequently 
impacting the children’s right to inheritance.

  Gordon H. Toury (second edition 1969) Syrian Politics and the Military 1945-1958, translated by Mahmoud Falaha, p. 275, (Jamahir House) 
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Face-to-face interview, 2013 
Institute for Palestine Studies (Arabic): https://www.palestine-studies.org
In his The Palestinian Refugees in Syria. Their Past, Present and Future (1999), sociologist Hamad al-Maw’ed presents a glimpse of the contradictions between UNRWA and 
GAPAR estimated refugee statistics, p43.
The Palestinian Media Center (Arabic): https://www.palinfo.com
UNRWA, Yarmouk (unofficial camp): https://www.unrwa.org
The GAPAR official website (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
The GAPAR official website (Arabic):  http://www.gapar.sy
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HLP rights for 1948 refugees

Housing permits: Law 260 (1956) stated that 1948 refugees retained Palestinian nationality 
while granting them equal status in employment and trade rights. Military service was com-
pulsory but no explicit mention of property ownership was made as refugees were encour-
aged to remain eligible to return to their homes in historic Palestine (Right of Return) – a 
common justification for limiting Palestinians’ rights in Arab countries of refuge. The hous-
ing permit scheme was later devised to allow refugees to build homes on state-owned land 
in refugee camps, which they usually owned on a leasehold basis (they owned the building 
but not the land). The permit gave them permission to sell the property under certain condi-
tions including that any buyer must be a GAPAR-registered Palestinian family who did not 
own any other property. Only a small number of refugees successfully applied for the permit 
scheme.  

Obtaining title deeds: As housing permits did not come with title deeds, Palestinians sought 
to buy land and property via the same channels open to Syrian citizens, which would then 
come with title deeds as proof of full ownership. Few, however, managed to do this as 
accessing the usual path to home ownership depended on how Syrian officials chose to 
interpret the notion of equal status enshrined in Law 260. 

Law 11 (2011): GAPAR-registered families (this excludes single adults) were granted the 
right to own one flat of at least 140 square metres with title deeds (Green Tabu) in their own 
names. A title deed is the most legally-sound proof of property ownership as it is registered 
within the Directorate of Cadastral Affairs (Land Registry). However, the requirement that 
Palestinians secure various security clearances at every step leaves the process open to 
interpretation and vulnerable to corrupt practices. Political dissidents would be unlikely to 
secure any form of clearances. In addition, there are restrictions on inheritance rights.

Commercial premises: Others Palestinians used the right to trade granted to GAPAR-regis-
tered refugees in Law 260 to buy commercial premises from private owners. These proper-
ties were then frequently used for residential purposes. A Palestinian buyer would have to 
first obtain a binding authorisation (tawkil) from the owner of the land to have the right to 
buy, own and sell the land. The authorisation, which cannot be contested by heirs/relatives 
after the original owner’s death, was used to draw up real estate sales contracts issued by 
notary publics. This is the most common form of ownership among Palestinians in Syria. As 
proof of ownership, notarised sales contracts have far weaker legal standing than title deeds 
but they hold authority if all related documents were correctly registered and notarised. 
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Housing associations: Other 1948 Palestinian refugees have bought homes in housing asso-
ciations. These buildings are usually owned by unions/syndicates such as doctors’ or law-
yers’ unions. Owners buy their homes by becoming shareholders in the association’s build-
ing. The Law of Cooperative Housing Associations No. 13 (1981) states that those wishing to 
register with housing associations must be “Syrian Arabs or persons of similar legal status”. 
Following the introduction of new legislation in 1991, all Palestinian refugees and their 
descendants were then required to obtain a string of approvals and clearances before they 
could own a housing association flat despite having been granted equal status in Law 260 
(1956).

Like later arrivals, GAPAR-registered refugees have resorted to other mechanisms to obtain 
ownership or secure tenancies that carry far less weight in law.

What now? Since the war began in 2011, many official documents detailing ownership and 
long-term tenancy rights have been destroyed. The regime has also taken possession of and 
redeveloped properties it claimed didn’t meet building regulations but critics say the regime 
then reassigned homes to its supporters. Palestinians who struggled to find a way to secure 
housing as refugees in Syria now need urgent help to either take back their homes or secure 
suitable compensation. These issues will be covered in more detail later in this report.

  As-Safir news outlet Palestinians in Syria (Arabic): http://palestine.assafir.com/Article.aspx?ArticleID=1846 

  Hammoud, Tarek (2013) Palestinian refugees in the Syrian Revolution, a study for The Arab Center for Research and Policy Studies, p8.
  1948 and 1956 refugees can only be distinguished by civil status documents in which the year of asylum in Syria is stated.
  Syrians call non-Arab citizens “foreigners” and this term is commonly used to refer specifically to Europeans.
  

The 1950 refugees

Dubbed “the Kurds of al-Bakara and al-Ghannama”, this group of Palestinians were expelled 
from border villages between Palestine and Syria by the Israeli army between 1951 and 1958.  
Accurate numbers of this group are not currently available but it was estimated at around 
2,000 people in 1956.  

They were registered in GAPAR records  and were granted travel documents but Law 260 
does not apply to them. Therefore, they were granted limited access to medical and education 
services. In addition, they can only enter the labour market via temporary contracts of up to 
six months duration with fewer employment rights, such as no pension contributions or 
other benefits. This group of refugees are not subject to compulsory military service.

“When I decided to enrol in Open Learning at Damascus University for the 2016 academic 
year, the university refused to deal with me as a Palestinian refugee and I was treated as 
a foreigner,  which means paying much higher fees,” said 30-year-old Hiba Rwashdeh, a 
descendant of 1956 Palestinian refugees.
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The 1967 refugees

Around 62,000 refugees from the West Bank and Gaza came to Syria after the 1967 
war.  They were not registered in the GAPAR records and as a consequence, they were 
not granted any official Syrian documents, have never benefited from Law 260 and 
were subject to ad hoc procedures. For no apparent reason, those coming from the Gaza 
Strip who carry Egyptian travel documents were treated as non-Arabs, whereas those 
carrying Jordanian passports were treated as resident Arabs and a few managed to reg-
ister with GAPAR. 
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Al-Quds Al-Arabi newspaper article (2020) Palestinian refugees in Syria and the new forced geography (Arabic): https://www.alquds.co.uk
Eissa, Eyad Khair al-Deen (2012) Palestinian refugees’ legal situation, Syria as a model (doctoral thesis – not available online).
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Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020 – pseudonym used to protect identity.
Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020 – pseudonym used to protect identity.
Salaimeh, Abdulhafiez (2012 study) Palestinian refugees in Syria and the Syrian Revolution. The Academy of Refugee Studies, p8.
Interviewed via WhatsApp in August 2020 – pseudonym used to protect identity.
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“My family and I were registered with [GAPAR] after paying a big bribe. Being registered 
with [GAPAR] relieves us of the periodic process of residency renewal and its high mone-
tary costs,” said 52-year-old Ahmad Kasem.  

However, Raja’ al-Bahri  of the 1948 refugees, whose husband is of the 1967 refugees, said: 
“My husband and children have Egyptian documents. I repeatedly tried to get them regis-
tered with [GAPAR] but I couldn’t, [whereas] those who have affiliation with the intelli-
gence forces or the [Baa’th] party can. The problem is that the Egyptian documents have 
expired and I must renew them. Each document costs around 50 USD but I’m unable to 
understand why. They must treat us as the rest of the Palestinians. There is no justice.”
The 1970-    refugees

Estimated at tens of thousands,  they are the families of combatants who came to Syria after 
the Black September battles between the PLO and the Jordanian army in 1970-71. They face 
the most complex situation; the vast majority of them no longer possess identification docu-
ments since their Jordanian passports have expired and they were left unable to renew them. 
Those who have travel documents issued by the Egyptian government in the Gaza Strip have 
been refused permission to return by the Egyptian and Israeli governments. 

Instead, this group of Palestinian refugees must renew their Syrian residency permits annual-
ly after obtaining security approvals. They are not entitled to enter the labour market or to 
benefit from health and education services unless security authorities grant them exceptions. 

Pro-regime Palestinian factions were able to obtain these exceptions for their members by 
registering them with GAPAR, including Hajj Ahmed,  who joined one of the Palestinian 
factions close to the regime in the early nineties and obtained documents allowing him to 
move easily inside Syria with freedom to travel abroad. On the other hand, those who 
refused to join the pro-regime factions have been left without official identification docu-
ments; they only carry an identification document from the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation (PLO) representative body in Damascus and are unable to leave the country without 
losing their right to return to Syria. 
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Encyclopaedia of Palestinian camps (Arabic):  http://palcamps.net/ar/camps
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move easily inside Syria with freedom to travel abroad. On the other hand, those who 
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zation (PLO) representative body in Damascus and are unable to leave the country without 
losing their right to return to Syria. 
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HLP rights for Palestinian refugees arriving after 1956

Most refugees who came to Syria after the mid-1950s were not able to register with GAPAR 
and so did not benefit from the provisions of Law 260. To own property, this group of refu-
gees were forced to rely on other means that are often difficult to prove or carry less weight 
in law.

Tabab: Without the rights granted to GAPAR-registered refugees, there was a steady increase 
in the use of Tabab to purchase property. Essentially, the practice involves building on unoc-
cupied private or state-owned land and then negotiating a settlement with and paying money 
to the individual owner or relevant municipality at a later date. Having agreed a settlement, 
Palestinians registered ownership of the property via a notary public or a Definitive Sales 
Contract signed by the two parties (seller and buyer) to which utility bills proving ownership 
must be attached. The latter arrangement is low cost but has limited legal force. In some 
cases, Palestinians sought court verdicts as proof of ownership.

Law 11 (2011): The legislation allows foreigners in Syria to own one piece of real estate for 
family use. Single adults are not eligible, the property must comply with building regulations 
and the floor space must measure at least 140 square metres. For Palestinians to qualify to 
buy a flat under this law, they must provide a great deal of paperwork proving they do not 
own other property and obtain a string of approvals (including security clearances) from 
various administrative bodies. There are strict restrictions on resale and inheritance rights. 

Other routes: Some refugees in this group managed to buy property via secure tenancies 
with housing associations under Article 5 of Law 13 (1981), which regulates housing coopera-
tive societies (see explanation in 1948 HLP rights text box on page 14).  

This lack of broadly recognised identification documents has had severe consequences 
in the ongoing conflict, where men in particular are frequently stopped at checkpoints 
and are at greater risk of detention and disappearance at the hands of state or 
non-state armed actors. 

“Because of the PLO paper, my children and I were forced to stand for hours at the security 
checkpoint in Damascus during the [current] war because the soldiers did not recognise 
the paper [as valid]. I would not rule out the possibility that my husband was arrested and 
murdered [by regime security checkpoint guards] because of this paper,” said 52-year-old 
Isra’ Mousa, a refugee in Germany. 
Other refugees

These are Palestinians who entered Syria in small numbers, such as those who were 
displaced from Lebanon as a result of the Lebanese War (1975-1990) including the 
Israeli invasion of 1982 and the so-called War of the Camps in 1985.  In addition, there 
are Palestinians who were displaced from Iraq as a result of sectarian persecution 
following the US invasion in 2003. 
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HLP rights: Confused, contradictory and vulnerable to corruption

In addition to the difference in status and rights for 1948 refugees and later arrivals, HLP 
rights for Palestinians in Syria are extremely complicated, open to very broad interpretation, 
subject to very many exceptions and highly vulnerable to corrupt practices in public life such 
as nepotism, bribery, political interference etc. 

Law 260 did not grant Palestinian refugees a right to property equal with Syrians. Military 
service, on the other hand, was imposed. This constitutes a bizarre paradox where full citizen-
ship duties are imposed without granting all rights. This happened under the pretext of 
retaining their “original nationality”  as the law states; it was justified by the claim that 1948 
refugees should not enjoy the right to property except under specific conditions.  It should be 
noted that states hosting Palestinian refugees commonly justify according them lesser rights 
on the grounds they should not attempt to settle too deeply in order to preserve their right of 
return.  

Law 260, while granting a general equality between Palestinian refugees and Syrians, doesn’t 
actually mention property ownership. It is clear to the authors of this report that the Syrian 
government at the time was fully aware that the law fell short of mentioning the right to prop-
erty. As a result, new means of property ownership had to be invented and the housing permit 
came into being; a mechanism that allowed refugees to build their homes on state-owned land 
in the camps.

Despite the importance of this solution at the beginning, it did not provide a comprehensive 
solution to the issue, as only a small number of refugees benefited from obtaining housing 
permits to build their own houses while the rest lived in houses they bought with their own 
money. However, no such law stipulating Palestinians’ right to own property in Syria was ever 
issued, leaving the rights of Palestinian refugees subject to interpretation by Syrian legislators 
who do not operate independently from the political will of the ruling regime. Courts contin-
ued to subject Palestinian refugees to the same laws that regulate non-Arab nationals’ owner-
ship rights,  a situation that was formalised in Law 11 (2011), which states a Palestinian is not 
entitled to own land without meeting difficult conditions.  This represents a clear contradic-
tion to the essence of Law 260 in terms of owning real estate registered in the Land Registry.

What now? As with the 1948 refugees, this group needs urgent assistance to either regain 
possession of their homes (owned or subject to secure, long-term tenancies) or obtain 
appropriate and commensurate compensation. This group of Palestinians face enormous 
difficulties in obtaining proof of ownership and are at great risk of losing everything. These 
issues are covered in more detail later in this report.
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Palestinian refugees did not possess nationality documents that express a legal relationship between them and an existing state. Palestine was subject to the British mandate 
before the Israeli occupation. Palestinians therefore were not subject to the jurisdiction of any state that could protest against imposing compulsory military service on them.
The 2020 GAPAR letter of objection to the Yarmouk Camp master plan (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
Regulations related to non-Syrians’ right to property (Arabic):  http://www.parliament.gov.sy
An amendment to the executive instructions of Law 11 (2011) apparently designed to exempt Palestinians from the status as foreigner for property ownership purposes is 
weak and rarely taken into account by those in charge of implementing the law. 
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“My family and I were registered with [GAPAR] after paying a big bribe. Being registered 
with [GAPAR] relieves us of the periodic process of residency renewal and its high mone-
tary costs,” said 52-year-old Ahmad Kasem.  

However, Raja’ al-Bahri  of the 1948 refugees, whose husband is of the 1967 refugees, said: 
“My husband and children have Egyptian documents. I repeatedly tried to get them regis-
tered with [GAPAR] but I couldn’t, [whereas] those who have affiliation with the intelli-
gence forces or the [Baa’th] party can. The problem is that the Egyptian documents have 
expired and I must renew them. Each document costs around 50 USD but I’m unable to 
understand why. They must treat us as the rest of the Palestinians. There is no justice.”
The 1970-    refugees

Estimated at tens of thousands,  they are the families of combatants who came to Syria after 
the Black September battles between the PLO and the Jordanian army in 1970-71. They face 
the most complex situation; the vast majority of them no longer possess identification docu-
ments since their Jordanian passports have expired and they were left unable to renew them. 
Those who have travel documents issued by the Egyptian government in the Gaza Strip have 
been refused permission to return by the Egyptian and Israeli governments. 

Instead, this group of Palestinian refugees must renew their Syrian residency permits annual-
ly after obtaining security approvals. They are not entitled to enter the labour market or to 
benefit from health and education services unless security authorities grant them exceptions. 

Pro-regime Palestinian factions were able to obtain these exceptions for their members by 
registering them with GAPAR, including Hajj Ahmed,  who joined one of the Palestinian 
factions close to the regime in the early nineties and obtained documents allowing him to 
move easily inside Syria with freedom to travel abroad. On the other hand, those who 
refused to join the pro-regime factions have been left without official identification docu-
ments; they only carry an identification document from the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation (PLO) representative body in Damascus and are unable to leave the country without 
losing their right to return to Syria. 

HLP rights: Confused, contradictory and vulnerable to corruption

In addition to the difference in status and rights for 1948 refugees and later arrivals, HLP 
rights for Palestinians in Syria are extremely complicated, open to very broad interpretation, 
subject to very many exceptions and highly vulnerable to corrupt practices in public life such 
as nepotism, bribery, political interference etc. 

Law 260 did not grant Palestinian refugees a right to property equal with Syrians. Military 
service, on the other hand, was imposed. This constitutes a bizarre paradox where full citizen-
ship duties are imposed without granting all rights. This happened under the pretext of 
retaining their “original nationality”  as the law states; it was justified by the claim that 1948 
refugees should not enjoy the right to property except under specific conditions.  It should be 
noted that states hosting Palestinian refugees commonly justify according them lesser rights 
on the grounds they should not attempt to settle too deeply in order to preserve their right of 
return.  

Law 260, while granting a general equality between Palestinian refugees and Syrians, doesn’t 
actually mention property ownership. It is clear to the authors of this report that the Syrian 
government at the time was fully aware that the law fell short of mentioning the right to prop-
erty. As a result, new means of property ownership had to be invented and the housing permit 
came into being; a mechanism that allowed refugees to build their homes on state-owned land 
in the camps.

Despite the importance of this solution at the beginning, it did not provide a comprehensive 
solution to the issue, as only a small number of refugees benefited from obtaining housing 
permits to build their own houses while the rest lived in houses they bought with their own 
money. However, no such law stipulating Palestinians’ right to own property in Syria was ever 
issued, leaving the rights of Palestinian refugees subject to interpretation by Syrian legislators 
who do not operate independently from the political will of the ruling regime. Courts contin-
ued to subject Palestinian refugees to the same laws that regulate non-Arab nationals’ owner-
ship rights,  a situation that was formalised in Law 11 (2011), which states a Palestinian is not 
entitled to own land without meeting difficult conditions.  This represents a clear contradic-
tion to the essence of Law 260 in terms of owning real estate registered in the Land Registry.
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Palestinian families registered in the GAPAR (mainly 1948 arrivals and their descendants) 
were granted the right to own one housing unit within the master plans of administrative 
units, meaning that a single adult has no right to own property.  Ownership of a dwelling 
measuring at least 140 square metres is not affordable for most families given the general 
economic conditions faced by the majority of Palestinian refugees. GAPAR-registered families 
can own one flat and have title deeds (Tabu Akhdar) registered in their own name at the land 
registry to prove ownership. Above all, a security approval from the Ministry of  Interior must 
be obtained to proceed with the ownership application,  meaning that dissidents are in effect 
denied the right to property ownership. Problems also extend to cases of ownership transfer 
by inheritance. An heir or a legatee is required to forfeit their estates if the property falls out-
side the city’s designated areas for residential properties under the organisational plans (city 
zoning plans). In this case, the heir must transfer ownership to a Syrian national within two 
years, otherwise the property will be subject to expropriation, according to Law 11.

Alaa Muhammad,  a Palestinian born to a Syrian mother, was told in a meeting to distrib-
ute the inheritance of her Syrian grandfather that she must “accept this price… you are 
Palestinian, [that is why] the judiciary will not hear you”. This demonstrates how Syrian 
women are deprived not only of their right to pass on their nationality to their family but 
also to bequeath them property.

A Ministry of the Interior decision passed on 20 December 1991 imposes similar restrictions 
on owning real estate in housing associations sold on an instalment plan. These housing asso-
ciations usually belong to unions or syndicates such as the doctors’ or lawyers’ unions whose 
members can obtain housing in properties owned by the unions. The 1991 decision requires 
Palestinians obtain prior approval from the ministry in order to register in a housing associa-
tion. Indeed, security approvals from the ministry are needed at every step of the process, 
which makes it difficult for Palestinians to obtain and open to political interference and 
corruption. This series of approvals is required to own one housing unit, which completely 
contradicts the fifth article of the Law of Cooperative Housing Associations No. 13 of 1981 that 
states those who wish to register in housing associations must be “Syrian Arabs or persons of 
similar legal status.” 
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Syrian government website (Arabic):http://www.egov.sy
Eissa, Eyad Khair al-Deen (2012) Palestinian refugees’ legal situation, Syria as a model (doctoral thesis for Quneitra city bar association).
Interviewed via WhatsApp in August 2020 – pseudonym used to protect identity.
 Eissa, Eyad Khair al-Deen (2012) Palestinian refugees’ legal situation, Syria as a model (doctoral thesis for Quneitra city bar association).
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Interviewed in person during 2013.
UNWRA 2020 report (Arabic): https://www.unrwa.org/
Berg, Kjersti Gravelsæter (2015) The unending temporary. United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) and the politics of humanitarian assistance to Palestinian 
refugee camps 1950-2012. Unpublished dissertation for PhD degree, University of Bergen (Norway).
GAPAR’s 2020 letter of objection to the new master plan for Yarmouk Camp (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
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YARMOUK CAMP: CAPITAL OF THE PALESTINIAN DIASPORA

“We used to collect stones and knead mud with joy. Since leaving Palestine, we hadn’t had 
our own house. We built this camp stone upon stone. It became a city that never sleeps, but 
they have been destroying it,” said the late Kulthum Saker, who died in Yarmouk in 
November 2020. 

Yarmouk Camp is the largest Palestinian community in Syria and by the end of 2012 it was 
home to around 300,000 people of whom approximately 160,000 were Palestinians, accord-
ing to a 2020 UNRWA report.   The 2.1 square kilometre camp was established in southern 
Damascus between 1956 and 1959. Located 4 km from Damascus City Hall in the city centre, 
it is one of the most developed camps in terms of buildings, shops and infrastructure. While 
Yarmouk has its own distinct character and history, this report will use it as a case study and 
examine its origins, development and current condition to shed light on the Palestinian-Syrian 
experience in general.

Researcher Kjersti Berg has studied the UNRWA archive and notes that unofficial camps such 
as Yarmouk Camp enjoyed much higher living standards than those camps built to UNRWA’s 
standards. Berg also cites UNRWA documents that show GAPAR tried to persuade UNRWA to 
recognise Yarmouk as an official camp as the latter would then be required to provide all 
services. 

Yarmouk Camp was granted a legal status that distinguished it from other districts in Syria. It 
was administratively separated from the Yelda municipality in 1962 and GAPAR was granted 
the right to form a local committee for the camp that was not affiliated with the Damascus 
Governorate (the province covering Damascus and the surrounding area), making the camp a 
distinct legal entity.   As a result, it developed its own rules and regulations.
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“We used to collect stones and knead mud with joy. Since leaving Palestine, we hadn’t had 
our own house. We built this camp stone upon stone. It became a city that never sleeps, but 
they have been destroying it,” said the late Kulthum Saker, who died in Yarmouk in 
November 2020. 

Yarmouk Camp is the largest Palestinian community in Syria and by the end of 2012 it was 
home to around 300,000 people of whom approximately 160,000 were Palestinians, accord-
ing to a 2020 UNRWA report.   The 2.1 square kilometre camp was established in southern 
Damascus between 1956 and 1959. Located 4 km from Damascus City Hall in the city centre, 
it is one of the most developed camps in terms of buildings, shops and infrastructure. While 
Yarmouk has its own distinct character and history, this report will use it as a case study and 
examine its origins, development and current condition to shed light on the Palestinian-Syrian 
experience in general.

Researcher Kjersti Berg has studied the UNRWA archive and notes that unofficial camps such 
as Yarmouk Camp enjoyed much higher living standards than those camps built to UNRWA’s 
standards. Berg also cites UNRWA documents that show GAPAR tried to persuade UNRWA to 
recognise Yarmouk as an official camp as the latter would then be required to provide all 
services. 

Yarmouk Camp was granted a legal status that distinguished it from other districts in Syria. It 
was administratively separated from the Yelda municipality in 1962 and GAPAR was granted 
the right to form a local committee for the camp that was not affiliated with the Damascus 
Governorate (the province covering Damascus and the surrounding area), making the camp a 
distinct legal entity.   As a result, it developed its own rules and regulations.
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The camp had gone through several phases before taking its final form that was then com-
pletely destroyed by Syrian regime forces and the Russian Air Force. By 1985, commercial 
markets began to emerge and expand to meet the increasing needs of residents and later the 
entire population in the city of Damascus. In addition to the famous clothing market, widely 
known as Loubia market, and the goldsmith market, Yarmouk was home to Damascus’s larg-
est car and ceramics markets.

The cost per square metre of property in commercial zones such as Loubia’s garment district 
rose to about 20,000 USD just before the Syrian uprising. International brands were compet-
ing to set foot in the camp's markets. The presence of two branches of the Syrian Commercial 
and Real Estate Bank plus two branches of private banks as well as the Popular Credit Bank 
and Syria’s first Small Loan Finance Bank reflects the camp’s financial importance.

“There was a need to open multiple banks in Yarmouk Camp to meet the market’s needs 
in terms of withdrawals and deposits. Despite the general trend that the government and 
security forces did not want to declare the distribution of commercial activities in Damas-
cus or Syria, we can confidently say that a considerable amount of money that circulated 
in Damascus passed through Yarmouk Camp on a daily basis,” said Ahmad al-Ahmad, a 
gold dealer from Yarmouk who now lives in Sweden. 

The camp contained four hospitals with ICUs, an under-construction, Japan-funded hospital 
and several UNRWA-managed clinics, as well as over 3,000 doctors of all specialisations and 
dozens of pharmacies, laboratories and radiology centres. It also contained a number of 
schools and private institutions. There was a cinema and a number of Palestinian faction-af-
filiated cultural centres as well as UNRWA-managed kindergartens and centres for women 
and youth. It also had a pool, a sports city, a football pitch suitable for international matches, 
and a number of sports clubs. There was an annual football and handball league competition.
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  Interviewed via WhatsApp in August 2020
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“We used to collect stones and knead mud with joy. Since leaving Palestine, we hadn’t had 
our own house. We built this camp stone upon stone. It became a city that never sleeps, but 
they have been destroying it,” said the late Kulthum Saker, who died in Yarmouk in 
November 2020. 

Yarmouk Camp is the largest Palestinian community in Syria and by the end of 2012 it was 
home to around 300,000 people of whom approximately 160,000 were Palestinians, accord-
ing to a 2020 UNRWA report.   The 2.1 square kilometre camp was established in southern 
Damascus between 1956 and 1959. Located 4 km from Damascus City Hall in the city centre, 
it is one of the most developed camps in terms of buildings, shops and infrastructure. While 
Yarmouk has its own distinct character and history, this report will use it as a case study and 
examine its origins, development and current condition to shed light on the Palestinian-Syrian 
experience in general.

Researcher Kjersti Berg has studied the UNRWA archive and notes that unofficial camps such 
as Yarmouk Camp enjoyed much higher living standards than those camps built to UNRWA’s 
standards. Berg also cites UNRWA documents that show GAPAR tried to persuade UNRWA to 
recognise Yarmouk as an official camp as the latter would then be required to provide all 
services. 

Yarmouk Camp was granted a legal status that distinguished it from other districts in Syria. It 
was administratively separated from the Yelda municipality in 1962 and GAPAR was granted 
the right to form a local committee for the camp that was not affiliated with the Damascus 
Governorate (the province covering Damascus and the surrounding area), making the camp a 
distinct legal entity.   As a result, it developed its own rules and regulations.
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The five stages of building Yarmouk Camp

The development of Yarmouk Camp was governed by a series of laws and regulations intro-
duced since the camp was first set up in 1956. Successive changes in the legal framework gov-
erning the camp – along with variations in interpretation and implementation – have impact-
ed the camp residents’ rights to property and residency. 
1. GAPAR housing permits: Building homes on ‘the institution’s land’

Palestinian refer to GAPAR as “the institution”. They use the term “the institution’s land” to 
refer to the lands allocated to them by GAPAR. These lands form the Old Camp, which consti-
tuted 15 per cent of Yarmouk’s total area before it was destroyed by regime and Russian air 
strikes and then forcibly evacuated and closed by government forces. Interviewees commonly 
but mistakenly believe UNRWA pays for these lands under a 99-year contract. We couldn’t find 
any trace of such a contract on UNRWA’s official website or its unpublished archive. This mis-
conception is perhaps one of the most widespread pieces of misinformation circulating among 
camp residents.

The “institution’s land” originally belonged to feudal lords before it was acquired by the Syrian 
state,  allocated to GAPAR and subsequently distributed among Palestinian families. While 
Yarmouk is not an official UN camp, UNRWA has in the past provided ad hoc financial assis-
tance including cash grants to help families build their own houses. GAPAR retained owner-
ship of the land while refugee owners were given the right to inhabit and legally dispose of 
property in terms of selling or purchasing the houses built under the housing permit scheme 
(see text box on page 14  for more detail). Only GAPAR-registered families could obtain hous-
ing permits which were, with a few exceptions, registered in the name of the eldest male of 
the family. 

Housing permits are not in themselves listed under ownership articles and therefore their 
legal standing is somewhat vague. Some claim it is a lifelong usufruct right while others claim 
it is a leasehold contract given the rumour that UNRWA pays the rent of the land. According 
to law graduate Ahmad Amr, the housing permit entitles owners to sell, purchase, lease, trans-
fer and inherit property and therefore serves a similar function to permanent title deeds given 
that the land upon which the properties were built was gifted by the state.

Article 19 of Ministerial Decree No. 1140 of 1990 states: “He who has been allocated land by 
the General Administration for Palestinian Arab Refugees [GAPAR] upon which he built is 
allowed to give up the building, its roof, or part of it under specific conditions,” most impor-
tantly that property may only be transferred to a Palestinian refugee  who does not own real 
estate in Syria and neither does any member of his household. Some say that giving refugees 
the right to legally dispose of property that they own via housing permits with the same con-
ditions stipulated for non-Syrians demonstrates the intention within the legislation to consid-
er the housing permit as equivalent to title deeds for Palestinians. According to this bizarre 
legal situation, the lands granted under the housing permit are most likely to be lost after both 
the destruction of the camp and legislation recently enacted by the regime.
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The 2020 GAPAR letter of objection to the Yarmouk Camp master plan (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
We were   unable to find an accurate number for people with housing permits or how many are held by women and have, therefore, relied on analytical observation and 
interviews conducted during and after the siege.
A refugee cannot transfer a housing permit to a non-Palestinian. However, the law was circumvented by multiple methods including filing a lawsuit for proof of ownership 
or issuing irremovable legal representation.
Article 19 of Ministerial Resolution No. 1140 (1990)(Arabic):  http://www.gapar.sy    
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“We used to collect stones and knead mud with joy. Since leaving Palestine, we hadn’t had 
our own house. We built this camp stone upon stone. It became a city that never sleeps, but 
they have been destroying it,” said the late Kulthum Saker, who died in Yarmouk in 
November 2020. 

Yarmouk Camp is the largest Palestinian community in Syria and by the end of 2012 it was 
home to around 300,000 people of whom approximately 160,000 were Palestinians, accord-
ing to a 2020 UNRWA report.   The 2.1 square kilometre camp was established in southern 
Damascus between 1956 and 1959. Located 4 km from Damascus City Hall in the city centre, 
it is one of the most developed camps in terms of buildings, shops and infrastructure. While 
Yarmouk has its own distinct character and history, this report will use it as a case study and 
examine its origins, development and current condition to shed light on the Palestinian-Syrian 
experience in general.

Researcher Kjersti Berg has studied the UNRWA archive and notes that unofficial camps such 
as Yarmouk Camp enjoyed much higher living standards than those camps built to UNRWA’s 
standards. Berg also cites UNRWA documents that show GAPAR tried to persuade UNRWA to 
recognise Yarmouk as an official camp as the latter would then be required to provide all 
services. 

Yarmouk Camp was granted a legal status that distinguished it from other districts in Syria. It 
was administratively separated from the Yelda municipality in 1962 and GAPAR was granted 
the right to form a local committee for the camp that was not affiliated with the Damascus 
Governorate (the province covering Damascus and the surrounding area), making the camp a 
distinct legal entity.   As a result, it developed its own rules and regulations.

The five stages of building Yarmouk Camp

The development of Yarmouk Camp was governed by a series of laws and regulations intro-
duced since the camp was first set up in 1956. Successive changes in the legal framework gov-
erning the camp – along with variations in interpretation and implementation – have impact-
ed the camp residents’ rights to property and residency. 
1. GAPAR housing permits: Building homes on ‘the institution’s land’

Palestinian refer to GAPAR as “the institution”. They use the term “the institution’s land” to 
refer to the lands allocated to them by GAPAR. These lands form the Old Camp, which consti-
tuted 15 per cent of Yarmouk’s total area before it was destroyed by regime and Russian air 
strikes and then forcibly evacuated and closed by government forces. Interviewees commonly 
but mistakenly believe UNRWA pays for these lands under a 99-year contract. We couldn’t find 
any trace of such a contract on UNRWA’s official website or its unpublished archive. This mis-
conception is perhaps one of the most widespread pieces of misinformation circulating among 
camp residents.

The “institution’s land” originally belonged to feudal lords before it was acquired by the Syrian 
state,  allocated to GAPAR and subsequently distributed among Palestinian families. While 
Yarmouk is not an official UN camp, UNRWA has in the past provided ad hoc financial assis-
tance including cash grants to help families build their own houses. GAPAR retained owner-
ship of the land while refugee owners were given the right to inhabit and legally dispose of 
property in terms of selling or purchasing the houses built under the housing permit scheme 
(see text box on page 14  for more detail). Only GAPAR-registered families could obtain hous-
ing permits which were, with a few exceptions, registered in the name of the eldest male of 
the family. 

Housing permits are not in themselves listed under ownership articles and therefore their 
legal standing is somewhat vague. Some claim it is a lifelong usufruct right while others claim 
it is a leasehold contract given the rumour that UNRWA pays the rent of the land. According 
to law graduate Ahmad Amr, the housing permit entitles owners to sell, purchase, lease, trans-
fer and inherit property and therefore serves a similar function to permanent title deeds given 
that the land upon which the properties were built was gifted by the state.

Article 19 of Ministerial Decree No. 1140 of 1990 states: “He who has been allocated land by 
the General Administration for Palestinian Arab Refugees [GAPAR] upon which he built is 
allowed to give up the building, its roof, or part of it under specific conditions,” most impor-
tantly that property may only be transferred to a Palestinian refugee  who does not own real 
estate in Syria and neither does any member of his household. Some say that giving refugees 
the right to legally dispose of property that they own via housing permits with the same con-
ditions stipulated for non-Syrians demonstrates the intention within the legislation to consid-
er the housing permit as equivalent to title deeds for Palestinians. According to this bizarre 
legal situation, the lands granted under the housing permit are most likely to be lost after both 
the destruction of the camp and legislation recently enacted by the regime.
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This type of ownership is harder to prove than having title deeds. This type of notary public contract can leave the holder as the weaker party when real estate disputes 
arise. It does, however, retain its legal force as long as the chain of legal representation stretching back to the original owner is officially documented.
Brand, Laurie (1988) Palestinians in Syria: The Politics of Integration, The Middle East Journal 42 (4), pp. 621–637.
One interviewee said she paid for the 150 square metres of land that her house is sited on with her 1,500-Syrian Pound Mahr (a dowry given by the man to the woman he 
is about to marry) which was equivalent to the price of 250 grams of gold at the time.
Interviewed via WhatsApp in June 2020.
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2. Buying commercial premises via the right to trade

With the arrival of more Palestinians from other areas inside Damascus, Yarmouk residents 
also made use of the right to trade stipulated in Law 260 (1956) that permitted them to buy 
commercial premises which were in practice used as residential housing  (see text box on 
page 14). This process is referred to colloquially among Palestinians as “the notary public”. 

Yarmouk’s population began to increase not least because, as US academic and author Laurie 
Brand points out, after the initial distribution of land to refugees, other Palestinian families 
started buying land in the same area,  most commonly to the south and west of the Old Camp. 
Many feudal landowners (notably the al-Mahaini and al-Hakim families) had retained owner-
ship of real estate bordering the Old Camp. Palestinians began to buy the land from these 
landowners via sales contracts drawn up by notary publics. These sales contracts took the 
form of an official, binding authorisation (tawkil) from the owner of the land that transferred 
ownership to the Palestinian buyer. This authorisation could only be obtained by GAPAR-reg-
istered Palestinians. The transaction was then registered at the notary public office itself as a 
“sales contract via authorisation”, which in effect records the sequence of authorisations and 
related documents and in turn acts as proof of ownership. 

This expansion of home ownership via the right to trade continued until the end of the 20th 
Century until most of the empty areas in the camp had been purchased. Sales were made 
through intermediaries acting for the original owners and their heirs. The report authors 
have not been able to obtain accurate estimations of the cost per square metre at the time but 
it was generally perceived to be cheap  due to the fact that the camp was undeveloped in 
terms of facilities and infrastructure (for example, there were only dirt roads).

The transfer of real estate ostensibly for commercial purposes under the right to trade only 
carries legal force, however, if the previous owner (usually a feudal landowner) retained 
properly registered title deeds in their names which were then fully transferred to the new 
Palestinian owner via a binding notary public sales contract. These sales have the most 
weight in law and cannot be contested by relatives/heirs after the seller’s death. 

However, Palestinian lawyer Eyad Atallah  told us that sometimes notary publics refused 
to officially register the sale citing various grounds precisely because the relevant legisla-
tion was left open to interpretation. In these cases, a lawsuit would be filed against the 
seller to prove the sales contract was valid.

Most properties in Yarmouk Camp are registered by the notary public and the process of reg-
istration was carried out at Yarmouk Court or the First Notary Public located in Marjeh 
Square, Damascus. The Syrian government did not digitise or make photocopies of these 
records, which resulted in making them vulnerable to loss or damage as happened in Yar-
mouk Camp. Sometimes the process itself was chaotic and subject to delays.
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The 2020 GAPAR letter of objection to the Yarmouk Camp master plan (Arabic): http://www.gapar.sy
We were   unable to find an accurate number for people with housing permits or how many are held by women and have, therefore, relied on analytical observation and 
interviews conducted during and after the siege.
A refugee cannot transfer a housing permit to a non-Palestinian. However, the law was circumvented by multiple methods including filing a lawsuit for proof of ownership 
or issuing irremovable legal representation.
Article 19 of Ministerial Resolution No. 1140 (1990)(Arabic):  http://www.gapar.sy    
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Interviewed via WhatsApp in 20 July 2020.  
Law 11 (2011) states that such actions are punishable by fines and the annulment of the right to legal disposal of the property.
Multiple face-to-face interviews conducted from June to September  2020.
Article published by Syrian portal Enab Baladi (2020) An attempt to understand informal settlements in Syria: https://english.enabbaladi.net/archives
Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020.   2020 The property documents were seen bythe report researchers.

“When I bought my home in the camp, the process of registering it in court was delayed 
several days due to the inability of the employee to find the book that includes the 
sequence of legal authorisation necessary for property transfer,” said 55-year-old Bassem 
Awad,  a Palestinian refugee from Yarmouk Camp.

Yarmouk Palestinians who managed to acquire property this way also struggled to obtain 
building permits to either renovate, extend or construct additional floors. They can obtain a 
permit under the Interior Ministry Decree No. 785/10/66, which is time consuming and 
makes the new building subject to conditions of ownership imposed on non-Syrians. Alterna-
tively, they can transfer the property to a Syrian national who can then obtain the permit who 
would then either directly or through authorisation transfer the property back to the Palestin-
ian, but the land remains registered in the Syrian national’s name.

“When my brothers and I decided to build a new residence consisting of several floors so 
each of us could have a separate housing unit we had no choice but to register the original 
property in my Syrian sister-in-law’s name in order for me to obtain a building permit. 
The property is still registered in her name and this is… punishable by law,”  said 
63-year-old Jamal al-Khateeb,  a Palestinian and former political detainee who had worked 
as a realtor before the 2011 revolution. He was detained by the Syrian regime because of 
his support for the revolution and was later granted asylum in Germany.

3. Tabab: The rise of informal settlements after the 1967 war

Tabab (Arabic: طبب) refers essentially to the practice of building informal housing on unoccu-
pied privately or state-owned land first and then negotiating a settlement with the owners at 
a later date (see text box page 17). Palestinian camps witnessed a steady increase in Tabab 
after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war due to the lack of housing units for newly displaced people. 
Most of them settled near existing Palestinian camps and built their housing units on unused 
land nearby, which encouraged other Palestinians to follow suit. 

“My father came to Yarmouk Camp in 1967 and built a house on state-owned land near 
Yarmouk’s main street. He later made a settlement agreement with the municipality and 
owned the real estate by a court ruling.  In early 2000 he renovated the property [expand-
ing it to] a five-floor building,” said Dr Ahmed Frayj, a Yarmouk resident whose father was 
displaced from Golan after the 1967 war.

If a settlement agreement could not be reached, legal transactions could solely be made under 
the “definitive sales contract.” A definitive sales contract is a normal piece of paper signed 
between two parties to which a document that proves ownership of the property, such as a 
water bill, is attached. People tended to buy property this way because of its low price despite 
the fact the documents have practically no legal force. 
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Due to the rise in Tabab, Syrian landowners built real estate on their empty land to protect it 
against takeover, as Jamal al-Khateeb, who worked in construction before he became an 
estate agent, confirmed. Construction was concentrated in the north-west of Yarmouk St 
(also known as Rama St)  and this phase marks the entrance of Syrians to Yarmouk Camp and 
becoming part of its social fabric.
4.           modernisation and the advent of multistorey buildings
Urbanisation increased in the mid-80s and the simple, rural houses with open-air courtyards 
and a few trees of the past did not meet residents’ needs. This led to the modernisation of the 
camp and the construction of multi-storey buildings. This coincided with the defeat of the 
PLO in neighbouring Lebanon and its consequent expulsion – which made Palestinians feel 
that the dream of returning to their homeland was becoming ever more elusive. As this reali-
sation grew, particular attention was given to developing the camp in different respects 
including architecture.

“To be honest, I lost hope in returning [to Palestine] after we left Beirut, at least in that 
era. I decided to pay attention to my family, to build my home and to settle. I was tired of 
my Fedayeen life, which is also a life of constant relocating,” said Abu al-Feda’ Mohammad,  
a Fatah combatant who had left Lebanon’s capital, Beirut, for Tunisia, before he returned to 
Yarmouk Camp where he opened a clothes shop on Street 15.

By the end of the 1990s, traditional Arabic houses were almost completely replaced with 
multi-floor buildings. It is worth noting that owners of properties built on GAPAR land were 
not permitted to build multi-floor buildings unless a son of the original owner was engaged 
to be married, according to Ministerial Decree 1140 (1990). The same rule does not apply to 
women, meaning that the father is not permitted to build a new floor if his daughter marries, 
which demonstrates yet another level of discrimination.
5. Unapproved extensions: A camp is built above the camp

By the start of the new millennium, demand for housing among Palestinians far outstripped 
supply. This was a direct result of the complicated procedures imposed by the Syrian state on 
Palestinian HLP ownership. Demand for independent housing units soared among young 
Palestinians and this, combined with rising house prices and a deep-seated resolve among 
Palestinians to live inside the camps for the unique social and political meaning they repre-
sent, led many to resort to constructing additional but unauthorised floors above their own 
residential units. Indeed, almost all Yarmouk housing units had at least one unauthorised 
additional storey. Undoubtedly, the established corruption in the municipalities encouraged 
this phenomenon. However, settlements similar to those of Tabab were made with the mu-
nicipalities but these also have limited legal force despite the fact the Syrian regime in prac-
tice condoned the building of unauthorised homes and extensions by providing state water 
and electricity services. It should be noted that water and electricity bills are considered tan-
tamount to proof of ownership and therefore serve as a form of building authorisation.

1980s 
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The Syrian government agreed to provide the minimum necessary basic services to all 
informal settlements,  meaning that these residential units were legally recognised one 
way or another. However, in case of re-zoning by the local municipality there is a risk 
that residents will be stripped of their rights to their properties.

“The camp is not just a residential place. In fact, it is of national value. It represents Pales-
tine for me. I know its residents, its lanes and its homes. I prefer to live in an annex of one 
room with a tin roof in the camp instead of living in a spacious house outside,” said Mo-
hammad al-Zoubi,  who built an annex above his home in the camp in 2000. He now lives 
in Sweden.

After the Syrian uprising the camp, like many regions in Syria, witnessed a great deal 
of informal construction as municipalities turned a blind eye to informal construction 
in an attempt to contain and placate popular anger. Housing violations increased dra-
matically and Yarmouk turned into a large construction site dubbed “a Camp above the 
Camp" by writer Hassan Hassan in an article for the Lebanese news outlet al-Akhbar 
published in 2011. The article has since been deleted.

 

Yarmouk camp bombarded by Syrian and Russian warplanes. 2018
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THE DESTRUCTION OF YARMOUK CAMP

This chapter outlines the Syrian regime’s strategy to destroy the camp and displace its inhab-
itants as it battled to bring Yarmouk under its control during the conflict that followed the 
peaceful 2011 uprising in Syria. This process went through several phases in which the 
regime used different methods and pretexts, many of which threaten residents HLP rights. 
1.The Bombings
a) Inter-faction talks collapse, aerial bombardment begins

From the outset of the Syrian Revolution in 2011, the Palestinian camps, especially Yarmouk, 
played a pivotal role, mainly in terms of providing all kinds of humanitarian services for Syri-
ans displaced from neighbouring areas such as Hajar al-Aswad and al-Tadamun, as well as 
from Homs, Dar’a and other cities. The Syrian regime was particularly displeased that civil 
opposition figures - and subsequently armed opposition fighters after the peaceful uprising 
morphed into an armed conflict between late 2011 and early 2012 - benefited from this 
humanitarian role. According to the regime, providing food, shelter and medical care for 
those who had come to Yarmouk after fleeing other war-torn areas of the country   was 
equivalent to helping fighters in areas beyond the regime’s control, which they claim allowed 
combatants to focus on fighting.

In the second half of 2012, most of the areas surrounding Yarmouk, such as al-Hajar al-As-
wad, al-Tadamun, and al-Kadam, witnessed a clear presence of civil and armed opposition. 
Therefore, pro-Syrian regime Palestinian factions  were ordered to form the so-called Popu-
lar Committees  (Arabic: اللجان الشعبية) under the pretext of protecting the camps and prevent-
ing anti-regime armed forces from entering them. 
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Accurate numbers for people who sought shelter in Yarmouk between 2011 and 2012 are not available. We believe it exceeded 50,000 based on analysis of the 
number of shelters in the camp.
Palestinian factions supporting the Assad regime that contributed to the formation of the Popular Committees include the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine 
– General Command, Fatah al-Intifada, and al-Saika (the Vanguard for the Popular Liberation War).
Popular Committees are paramilitary forces that fall under the Shabbiha umbrella, a catch-all category for irregular, pro-government militias dressed in semi-civilian 
gear. These forces have played a vital role in the regime’s repression of Syrians, according to Uğur Ümit Üngör, Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the 
University of Amsterdam and author of Shabbiha: Paramilitary groups, mass violence and social polarization in Homs 2020).
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Yarmouk camp bombarded by Syrian and Russian warplanes. 2018
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The armed opposition, on the other hand, had no real intention of forming a presence in the 
camp as it was considered a supply base, according to Abu Baker, a military leader from 
al-Tadamun. The relationship between the armed opposition in the surrounding area and the 
popular committees was relatively calm as communication channels were found between the 
two parties to peacefully resolve disputes and organise certain matters. This quickly changed 
when the regime armed groups of pro-regime Popular Committees  and pushed them to fight 
the opposition. These groups joined the regime’s military campaigns to capture the surround-
ing area which led to an escalation of tensions between the camp and its neighbours. 

It has been widely observed that the regime followed the same strategy in different regions of 
Syria; deliberately sowing discord between opposition-controlled and regime-controlled 
areas in order to transform the battle between the armed opposition and the Syrian army into 
a civil war; thereby enabling the denial of the existence of the revolution.

In the fourth quarter of 2012, several meetings to defuse the crisis were held between repre-
sentatives of the Syrian armed opposition and the Palestinian factions in the neighbouring 
Yalda area. Abu Tawfiq, a military leader and a representative of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), 
said negotiations between the FSA and Palestinian factions revolved around expelling 
regime-affiliated groups from committees and limiting the work of these committees within 
Yarmouk Camp’s administrative boundary, but these demands were refused by the Palestin-
ian factions who said they feared the regime’s reaction.  After several days of negotiations, 
tensions gradually escalated and opposition factions launched an attack from different axes 
which resulted in regime-affiliated factions withdrawing from the camp. However, two shel-
ters for the displaced - the Abdulkader al-Hussaini mosque and the al-Falloujeh school – were 
hit during regime airstrikes on 16 December 2012. The attack coincided with the withdrawal 
of regime-affiliated parties from the camp, something observers believe the regime planned 
in order to lure as many armed opposition fighters and supporters deeper into the camp to 
then bombard them. The shelling killed opposition supporters and civilians alike and many 
believe it was designed to cause the largest loss of life possible and force the largest possible 
number of residents to leave the camp. Within days, 80 per cent of residents had left the camp 
for surrounding neighbourhoods where they sheltered in mosques, schools or other Palestin-
ian camps.

“My life was turned upside down after the MiG airstrike. It is true that my home was not 
damaged but all my [other] children left the camp. I stayed at home with my daughter. For 
me, the MiG strike and the 1948 Nakba are just the same,” said the late Kulthum Saker.  

It is crucial to note that Yarmouk Camp was the first area to be targeted by regime airstrikes 
even before it was completely captured by the armed opposition.

“I worked in different areas in Syria and I was in al-Hajar al-Aswad and al-Tadamun when 
the opposition seized control of these areas. Despite that, the regime did not target them 
with airstrikes,” said journalist Matar Ismaeel who witnessed the attacks.  Ismaeel now 
lives in Turkey.
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It is of note that a large proportion of Yarmouk Camp inhabitants purchased their properties 
before 2000, and interviewees believe most of them do not possess title deeds - either 
because the documents were destroyed during the bombing or because the documents were 
among the missing 140 volumes covering pre-2000 real estate transactions that were never 
delivered to the court in Damascus. 

“I tried to obtain proof of ownership of my 1998-purchased home in Yarmouk Camp 
instead of the title that remained under its rubble. My request failed due to the loss of the 
records of that year,” said 63-year-old Abu Ahmad Hendi  who now resides in the UAE.

Linking the testimonies, events and regime actions in the aftermath of the ISIS retreat and 
the camps recapture by the regime demonstrates how the regime repeated its systematic 
destruction of property records in many places, including al-Qusair, al-Zabadany and Homs. 
A letter by the German and Turkish representatives to the United Nations pointed the finger 
at the regime’s systematic destruction of property records deeming it a part of the regime’s 
policy to create demographic changes in Syria.  Given the unique nature of Palestinian prop-
erty ownership records, it can be concluded that destroying the Yarmouk Court records 
threatens to strip Palestinians of their HLP rights in Syria.
2. The siege of Yarmouk: Starving out the camp’s residents  

After the MiG airstrike in December 2012,  the Syrian regime established a checkpoint at the 
northern entrance to Yarmouk to control people’s movement to and from the camp. Dozens 
of residents were detained for varying periods of time by guards at this checkpoint.

The regime attempted to crush the opposition factions by restricting the entry of food and 
medical supplies and bombing the camp with mortar shells, which forced many to leave. This 
stage continued until 18 July 2013, at which point the regime closed the camp checkpoint per-
manently and imposed a complete siege on the 18,000 people who still lived there.  It com-
pletely banned the entry of food, medical and fuel supplies. In addition, water, electricity and 
mobile phone networks were cut off. In a 2015 report,  Amnesty International said at least 194 
people – including babies and children - had died as a result of the lack of food and medicine. 
The Yarmouk Camp siege was among the harshest sieges during the war in Syria.

At the beginning, vigorous attempts were made by civil and military parties to end the siege 
of Yarmouk and reach an agreement to spare the camp from complete destruction. These 
attempts failed and regime tactics to force people to leave the camp were resumed after the 
partial opening of the Yarmouk checkpoint in February 2014,  during which 6,000 people fled 
the camp. When ISIS entered the camp in April 2015, there were almost 12,000 inhabitants  
and the northern parts  had been almost completely destroyed by military campaigns. 
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b) Yarmouk Court destroyed by regime airstrikes 

Living under bombardment became routine for those who remained in the camp after it came 
under the control of Syrian opposition forces. However, certain bombing incidents constitut-
ed milestones in their war diaries due to their far-reaching consequences, such as the bomb-
ing of Yarmouk Court.

The Yarmouk Court building contained most civil documents including real estate records. 
On 26 December 2012, the Syrian air force targeted the court with two missiles. At the time, 
the court was not a base for opposition forces. The building was huge, easily distinguishable 
and not located on the frontlines. This was not the first time the Syrian regime systematically 
destroyed property records, having done so in Homs, al-Zabadani, Daraya, and al-Qusair.  
The bombing resulted in the loss of many legal documents relating to Yarmouk,  including 
civil status records and marriage contracts, of which there are no electronic copies.

“I tried to obtain a new marriage certificate from the Damascus Court in place of the old 
one, lost as a result of the war, to prove my marriage in Lebanon. I failed due to the loss 
of the original records,” said 38-year-old Ahmad Ali,  an activist from Yarmouk Camp who 
now lives in Sweden.

The Charity Organization for Relief of the Palestinian People (CORPA)  was in February 2013 
able to extract most of the titles that hadn’t been destroyed from under the rubble of the court 
building and store them inside the camp. These documents remained at the camp until 
Mohammad Ammoura,  a CORPA lawyer and Palestinian refugee from Yarmouk, delivered 
them between April and June 2015 to the Damascus Court having been tasked with doing so 
by the Ministry of Justice. According to Ammoura, who currently lives in Sweden, most of the 
displaced left their legal documents in the camp including marriage certificates and title 
deeds. Attempts to obtain replacement documents failed as the original documents remained 
in Yarmouk and Ammoura’s mission only took place after intense pressure from Palestinian 
and Syrian property owners in Yarmouk and the surrounding areas, specifically al-Midan, 
al-Zahra and Nisreen Street neighbourhoods. He also facilitated dialogue with the parties 
inside the camp and consequently obtained authorisation from the opposition-affiliated 
Sharia court to transfer the records to the Damascus court.

Ammoura points out that he obtained 640 volumes of 164,000 notarised documents from 
CORPA. He delivered 500 volumes to the Damascus Court that included all titles from 2000 
until the MiG airstrike of 2012. The remaining 140 volumes, which contain the pre-2000 
titles, were confiscated by the Golan Hawks armed group of the al-Hajar al-Aswad Brigade  
who said they wanted the documents of the al-Hajar al-Aswad area to be under their control.
Ammoura had been expelled from the camp by al-Hajar al-Aswad Brigade before he returned 
after ISIS withdrew in June 2018. ISIS had controlled Yarmouk from April 2015 to June 2018 
when the last ISIS fighters left the camp and regime forces took control of the camp. He found 
no trace of the 140 volumes.
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medical supplies and bombing the camp with mortar shells, which forced many to leave. This 
stage continued until 18 July 2013, at which point the regime closed the camp checkpoint per-
manently and imposed a complete siege on the 18,000 people who still lived there.  It com-
pletely banned the entry of food, medical and fuel supplies. In addition, water, electricity and 
mobile phone networks were cut off. In a 2015 report,  Amnesty International said at least 194 
people – including babies and children - had died as a result of the lack of food and medicine. 
The Yarmouk Camp siege was among the harshest sieges during the war in Syria.

At the beginning, vigorous attempts were made by civil and military parties to end the siege 
of Yarmouk and reach an agreement to spare the camp from complete destruction. These 
attempts failed and regime tactics to force people to leave the camp were resumed after the 
partial opening of the Yarmouk checkpoint in February 2014,  during which 6,000 people fled 
the camp. When ISIS entered the camp in April 2015, there were almost 12,000 inhabitants  
and the northern parts  had been almost completely destroyed by military campaigns. 
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Barrel bombardment of the Yarmouk Camp. 2014

https://www.aljazeera.net/news/international/2018/7/20/%D8%A3%D8%B1%D8%A8%D8%B9%D9%88%D9%86-%D8%AF%D9%88%D9%84%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%B4%D9%83%D9%88-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D9%86-10-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A-%D9%84%D9%85%D8%AC%D9%84%D8%B3
http://www.vdc-sy.info/index.php/ar/reports/1379660373
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/yarmouk-camp-starvation-siege-syria
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/yarmouk-camp-starvation-siege-syria


Independent German political foundationFriedrich Ebert Stiftung report (2019): Reclaiming home: The struggle for socially just housing, land and property rights in Syria, 
Iraq and Libya: http://library.fes.de
Interviewed via WhatsApp in August 2020; name changed to protect identity.
The Charity Organization for Relief of the Palestinian People (CORPA) is one of the largest organisations in the camp in terms of human and financial resources which 
has allowed it to play a vital role in protecting the Yarmouk Court documents.
Interviewed via WhatsApp in August 2020.
Al-Hajar al-Aswad Brigade of the Free Syrian Army (FSA) operated in southern Damascus. It was later found that the brigade’s leader, a former lieutenant colonel of the 
Assad army, was an agent of the regime. In 2014, he returned to regime-held areas and worked with the al-Mantika intelligence branch. He also played a prominent 
role in brokering ISIS-regime deals.
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3. ISIS: A pretext for destroying the camp 

After ISIS seized Yarmouk Camp in April 2015, the Syrian regime dropped dozens of barrel 
bombs that largely destroyed the camp on the pretext of eliminating ISIS. However, ISIS was 
never actually targeted by the regime and its military campaigns impacted civilians and 
infrastructure only. The presence of ISIS provided a useful excuse for the regime to annihi-
late a former bastion of opposition to its rule and remove inconvenient opponents with the 
added bonus of acquiring valuable real estate to redistribute among its cronies. Around 50 
per cent of the 12,000 people who were living in the camp when ISIS took control in April 
2015 had fled the camp by the time the regime regained total control in mid-2018. 

The regime’s ruthless tactics and military campaigns against opposition groups and, ostensi-
bly, ISIS triggered the mass migration to Europe. The report authors know of hundreds of 
Yarmouk residents who sought asylum in Europe, specifically in Germany given its 
open-door refugee policy. They sought to end their renewed suffering having lost any hope 
of returning to their most likely destroyed properties and the continued random arrest of 
Palestinians in regime-controlled areas.

“I stayed in Syria because I was waiting to return to Yarmouk Camp but I lost hope after 
ISIS captured it and the destruction of my home by barrel bombs. I decided to migrate to 
Europe by boat to offer a better future for my children,” said Esraa Mousa,  a Palestinian 
refugee and mother of four who was forced to live in a shelter in Damascus before fleeing 
to Germany.
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  Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020.

Barrel bombardment of the Yarmouk Camp. 2014



Interviewed by WhatsApp in July 2020.
Al Jazeera Arabic news portal (July 2018) Forty states complain to Security Council over Syria’s Law 10: https://www.aljazeera.net
The narrated events are based on the authors’ testimonies as documented by the Violations Documentation Center in Syria (VDC): http://www.vdc-sy.info/
Unpublished data from the Union of Relief Institutions in Yarmouk Camp, of which the authors of this report are members.
Amnesty International report (2015)Inside Yarmouk - Life under Siege: https://www.amnesty.org.uk
Amnesty International report (2015)Inside Yarmouk - Life under Siege: https://www.amnesty.org.uk/yarmouk-camp-starvation-siege-syria
The Union of Relief Institutions in Yarmouk Camp (unpublished data).
Rama St., the Yarmouk Police Station surroundings, the Helwe Zaidan Center surroundings and the buildings opposite 30 St.
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The bombing was not the only cause of destruction as ISIS had used the camp’s infrastructure 
as a source of income. The group carried out commercial exchanges with the Syrian regime 
through intermediaries; negotiating the sale of tonnes of copper (an ISIS-affiliated group stole 
electricity cables to extract copper). Electricity and water stations were also ransacked. They 
were transferred to regime markets for looted goods in coordination with Syrian intelligence 
forces, specifically the area branch that administers the al-Kadam checkpoint. 

On 19 April 2018, the Syrian regime launched a Russia-supported full-scale military campaign 
against Yarmouk Camp. The stated goal was to eliminate ISIS in southern Damascus – an area 
including Yarmouk. The on-the-ground reality was, however, completely different. Russia 
supervised all military campaigns and negotiations in southern Damascus without paying 
attention to Palestinian refugees, their rights, and what the camp represents to them and 
their cause. 

In fact, Abdullah al-Hariri, a member of the local committee that negotiated with Russia, 
quoted Alexander Zorin, Russia’s military representative in Syria, as saying when asked about 
the camp’s fate: “The battle aims to eliminate ISIS. There is no intention of holding negotia-
tions to remove them peacefully from the camp, even if this requires completely destroying 
the camp.”

The military campaign was most violent in Yarmouk Camp. The Syrian regime and Russia 
subjected the camp to intensive, continuous bombardment by different weapons for 33 days; 
an intensity that was entirely out of proportion to the number of ISIS combatants who had 
remained within the camp. Whole neighbourhoods were bombed and 80 per cent of the camp 
was completely destroyed.  It is understood that a deal, which remains shrouded in mystery, 
was reached between ISIS and the Syrian regime which involved the removal of ISIS combat-
ants to Badia in the southeast Syrian desert and the entry of the regime and its militias to the 
camp.

4. Scorched earth policy: Yarmouk subjected to 33-day bombardment 
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Bombardment of the Yarmouk Camp. 2018

The Euro-Med Monitor for Human Rights (2018) report Yarmouk Camp: The Abandoned Pain, p15. https://euromedmonitor.org

https://euromedmonitor.org/uploads/reports/YarmoukCamp-en.pdf
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All interviewed Palestinians believe the camp was intentionally and deliberately destroyed  as 
it was possible to avoid the military campaign as a means of expelling ISIS fighters who had 
actually long been involved in exit negotiations with the regime.
5. Ta’feesh: Regime-organised looting 

Yarmouk Camp, like other areas recaptured by the Syrian regime, was subject to Ta’feesh (Ar-
abic: تعفيش); regime-organised looting of the homes of the displaced in particular and the area 
in general. This organised looting took place in the months after ISIS was defeated in 
mid-2018 and extended to the camp’s infrastructure including those electricity cables, deep-
ly-buried high-voltage cables and water pipes that hadn’t already been stripped by ISIS.

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria (AGPS), a monitoring group, reported that pro-re-
gime militia members largely excavated water pipes, electricity cables and phone cables, 
among other things, to sell them as raw materials and for scrap.  The authorities did not take 
any preventative action, which led to the destruction of what remained of the camp’s already 
significantly-damaged infrastructure. Some interviewees witnessed regime militia members 
stealing property and were themselves subject to such violations while they tried to transfer 
their belongings. Some of those who stood against organised looting were detained or mur-
dered.

“I obtained permission to enter the camp after it was captured by the regime with the aim 
of visiting my home and getting some necessary items from it, but the regime checkpoint 
at the entrance to the camp forced me to pay an amount of money practically equivalent 
to the value of the goods I had secured,” said Nada Hasan  who now lives in Qudsayya, a 
suburb 7km northwest of Damascus, after being displaced from the camp.
6. Yarmouk: Reduced to rubble then closed 

By early 2019 organised-looting had come to an end and the regime gave permission to the 
families of pro-regime combatants to return to the camp, which were the least damaged areas 
of Yarmouk. Other residents were denied permission to return under the pretext of rubble 
removal operations. A few people managed to gain entry via exceptions granted under hugely 
onerous security conditions,  which in practice meant only regime supporters could gain 
access. The security permissions needed to visit the camp reflect the premeditated intention 
to strip Yarmouk residents of their right to their homes. It also confirms that the destruction 
campaigns, from the MiG airstrike to the final military campaign, were designed to achieve 
the same goal of destroying the camp and displacing its residents to then include the camp in 
the new redevelopment master plan.

In a 2020 report, UNRWA suggested that most of the camp residents, who ranged between 
500,000 and 600,000 people, 160,000 of them Palestinian refugees, would remain displaced 
given the limited access to and monumental destruction of the camp.  Palestinians in the 
regime-recaptured areas of southern Damascus are subject to significant and unreasonable 
movement restrictions. Moreover, Palestinians of all ages, including students, women and the 
elderly, are being targeted by arrest campaigns.  
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Human Rights Watch (2014) Razed to the Ground: Syria’s Unlawful Neighborhood Demolitions in 2012-2013: https://www.hrw.org/
Action Group for Palestinians of Syria (Arabic): https://www.actionpal.org.uk
The Euro-Med Monitor for Human Rights (2018) Yarmouk Camp: The Abandoned Pain, p. 27. https://euromedmonitor.org
Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020 – name changed to protect identity.
Sharq Alawsat 2020 news article (Arabic) Displaced Palestinians concerned about the conditions of return to Yarmouk camp:https://cutt.ly/JjU1ALn
UNRWA (2020) Syria regional crisis emergency appeal progress report (Arabic): https://www.unrwa.org
Regime arrests 52 Palestinian students in southern Damascus (2020). The Palestinian Refugees Portal (Arabic): http://refugeesps.net
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https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/01/30/razed-ground/syrias-unlawful-neighborhood-demolitions-2012-2013
https://www.actionpal.org.uk/ar/post/10043
https://euromedmonitor.org/uploads/reports/YarmoukCamp-en.pdf
https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/content/resources/2020_syria_ea_ar_03_02_2020_final.pdf
http://refugeesps.net/p/12641
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“The Syrian regime arrested almost 400 of the total 3,000 Palestinians residing in Yelda. 
They [all 3,000] were subject to the so-called reconciliation agreements and they conse-
quently fled to northern Syria,” said Abu Ammar Taha,  a civil opposition activist who 
resides in Yelda town.

Interviewed via WhatsApp in September 2020.
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THE SPOILS OF WAR: PROPERTY AND LAND CONFISCATED

The Syrian regime is currently imposing its post-war reconstruction plan under which Pales-
tinians and Syrians alike face losing their rights to property and/or compensation. Under the 
guise of ambitious post-war rebuilding, the regime is actually altering the demographic of 
areas that had previously shown significant support for opposition groups by preventing the 
return of large numbers of former residents and enacting laws that enable it to seize land and 
property. 

In this way, the regime not only succeeds in subduing former rebel strongholds but has also 
managed to enrich itself by effectively confiscating vast swathes of land and property. The 
systematic destruction of property records has also enabled the regime to avoid paying com-
pensation to the hundreds of thousands of people who lost their homes. It will also be able to 
reward supporters via access to housing and land rights and contracts.  
Legal assault on HLP rights begins

Since 2012, the Syrian regime began enacting laws and decrees under the pretext of urban 
planning “to contribute to the dawn of a majestic Damascus”.  It started with Decree 66,  
which coincided with the demolition of several Syrian cities in 2013.  French researcher 
Valérie Clerc argues that the regime took advantage of the war to pursue its real estate 
agenda, adding that Syrian authorities weaponised urban planning not only by destroying 
dissidents’ homes and opposition-controlled neighbourhoods but also through urban rede-
velopment projects. 

New laws were adopted within the civil and criminal codes, such as Law 19 (2012), also 
known as the Counterterrorism Law, which allows the Prosecutor General to freeze and even 
confiscate movable and immovable property of those convicted under this law.  In the 
absence of a clear definition of terrorism, any act of defiance, even a spoken word, can be 
New laws were adopted within the civil and criminal codes, such as Law 19 (2012), also 
known as the Counterterrorism Law, which allows the Prosecutor General to freeze and even 
confiscate movable and immovable property of those convicted under this law.   In the 
absence of a clear definition of terrorism, any act of defiance, even a spoken word, can be 
considered a terrorist act. It is therefore feasible for the regime to confiscate the property of 
all dissidents under 2012 legislation.  This is a clear case of collective punishment that aims 
to create demographic changes. It also sends a message to the international community that 
the regime still has the means and the power to impose a certain status quo through military 
campaigns, laws or threatening refugee-hosting countries by prolonging the crisis. 
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Report by Netherlands-based PAX for Peace organisation (2019): https://paxforpeace.nl
The Marota City redevelopment plan official website (Arabic): http://marotacity.sy/
The law allowed Damascus Governorate to establish two administrative areas: Marota City, southeast of Mazzeh, and Basilia City, south of the Southern Highway.
Human Rights Watch (2014) Razed to the Ground: Syria’s Unlawful Neighborhood Demolitions in 2012-2013: https://www.hrw.org
Clerc, Valérie (2020) Informal Settlements in the Syrian Conflict: Urban Planning as a Weapon: https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-01185193
The Mena Rights Group NGO on anti-terrorism legislation (Arabic) :https://menarights.org
Human Rights Watch (2019) Syria: Suspects’ Families Assets Seized: Collective Punishment of Relatives Under Overbroad Terrorism Law: https://www.hrw.org/
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https://paxforpeace.nl/media/download/legal-obstacles-policy-brief-pax.pdf
http://marotacity.sy/
https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/01/30/razed-ground/syrias-unlawful-neighborhood-demolitions-2012-2013
https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-01185193
https://menarights.org/sites/default/files/2016-11/SYR_CounterTerrorism3laws_2012_AR.pdf
: https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/07/16/syria-suspects-families-assets-seized


Human Rights Watch (2014) Razed to the Ground: Syria’s Unlawful Neighborhood Demolitions in 2012-2013: https://www.hrw.org/
Action Group for Palestinians of Syria (Arabic): https://www.actionpal.org.uk
The Euro-Med Monitor for Human Rights (2018) Yarmouk Camp: The Abandoned Pain, p. 27. https://euromedmonitor.org
Interviewed via WhatsApp in July 2020 – name changed to protect identity.
Sharq Alawsat 2020 news article (Arabic) Displaced Palestinians concerned about the conditions of return to Yarmouk camp:https://cutt.ly/JjU1ALn
UNRWA (2020) Syria regional crisis emergency appeal progress report (Arabic): https://www.unrwa.org
Regime arrests 52 Palestinian students in southern Damascus (2020). The Palestinian Refugees Portal (Arabic): http://refugeesps.net
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The new laws are unconstitutional and contradict legislation that protects property including 
Article 18 of the 1920 constitution, which states the property “of private citizens and govern-
ment officials are protected by law. The government shall not expropriate private property 
except for serving the public interest and against a fair compensation.”   Article 15 of the 
post-Revolution 2012 constitution  allowed for the confiscation of private property “for the 
necessities of war and disasters… against fair compensation”.

With the area under armed opposition control shrinking as its fighters retreated to northern 
Syria as a result of Russian military support, the regime ratified Law 10 (2018) that estab-
lished new urban zones within the existing general urban master plan in each city or district 
administrative unit authorised by the Ministry of Local Administration. The ministry can 
select any zone to implement a new master plan without consulting the local council. Property 
owners are required to register their notarised real estate documents within a specific period 
of time or lose their rights to their properties. This period was one month before it was 
extended to one year as in the Basatien al-Razi case (see next section for more detail). Taking 
into account that the targeted areas are informal settlements and are therefore not officially 
registered with the Land Registry, thousands of residents will lose their HLP rights. The 
regime justifies the process of expropriation on the pretext of organising and investing in 
urban projects and fulfilling the “public interest,” a broad term usually used to cover viola-
tions against concerned parties such as in the Basatien al-Razi case.  

The Syrian regime has designated itself the only party able to determine the public interest 
and consequently design master plans, specify the methods and mechanisms of objecting to 
these plans, form dispute resolution committees and then rule on these disputes. This, in 
addition to having full control of the intelligence authorities over state institutions, shows 
there are no checks or balances on how the regime implements these procedures.
A cautionary tale: Marota City and regime-style reconstruction

The UN defines reconstruction as a process in which efforts are made to consolidate peace 
that enhances trust among parties by agreements to end the war. The process, according to 
the UN, involves disarming the warring parties, restoring order, allowing refugees to safely 
return, protecting human rights, holding fair elections and reforming state institutions, 
among other things.  There is a clear and stark contradiction between the UN’s concept of 
reconstruction, which promotes the rehabilitation of the state’s social, legal, economic and 
political structures, and the policies promoted by the Syrian regime and its allies, which limit 
reconstruction to real estate-related projects while ignoring all other aspects. 

Marota City,  a redevelopment project in the Basatien al-Razi area of Damascus under terms 
made possible by Decree 66/10/785 demonstrates the regime’s reconstruction model. A 2019 
report by the Aleppo Project, an online platform for academics and the general public to share 
reconstruction ideas, notes the Marota City redevelopment seems “designed for a small elite 
of wealthy people who are not the obvious focus of reconstruction”. 
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  Article No. 18 of the Arab Kingdom of Syria’s constitution (1920).
  The Syrian Arab Republic’s constitution of 2012.
  The Aleppo Project (2019). Marotta City: Is this the model of reconstruction that Syrians need today? https://www.thealeppoproject.com
  Boulcler ; tynne Rirner. The new UN Peace Keeping Building peace in world of conflicts after world, New York; St Martin’s Press, p34.
Carnegie Middle East Center (2020) Syria’s Reconstruction Between Discriminatory Implementation and Circumscribed Resistance, Sawsan Abou Zainedin, Hani Fakhani: 
https://carnegie-mec.org
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The report also underlines that “reconstruction policies tend to ignore informal ownership 
systems and are based on proving ownership through documentary evidence only, millions of 
people are losing their rights to a just, sustainable and inclusive reconstruction process”. 

This in turn provides a glimpse of how the new legislation has adversely impacted HLP rights 
and serves as a warning to those people attempting to claim HLP rights and/or commensu-
rate compensation for property in Yarmouk and other areas earmarked for the regime’s par-
ticular brand of reconstruction. Key problems faced by would be claimants included:

Those who were unable to prove their property rights or who received only minimal com-
pensation found themselves in the midst of bureaucratic chaos within the regime’s institu-
tions. 

The reconstruction process is being implemented very slowly and is subject to constant 
change as government bodies impose new conditions according to variations in the rela-
tionships between the regime and businessmen. A 2020 report by the Malcolm H. Kerr Car-
negie Middle East Center said 50,000 residents lost their homes in Basatien al-Razi because 
of the Marota City development.

The project did not take into account the complexities of the real estate sector in Syria and 
neglected the owners or residents of informal settlements or workaround ownership 
arrangements such as those many Palestinian refugees resorted to in order to secure stable 
housing in Syria.

While the owners of legally-constructed properties were given shares in the project by way 
of compensation, the value has been set at their current worth that is very low given the 
impact of war, recession and the weak economy. Their compensation has been undervalued 
as it should be set at the expected value on completion of the work. 

Brought to heel: Yarmouk loses its quasi-autonomous status 

There have been several attempts to create a new master plan for Yarmouk but the plan 
announced in 2020 is the most controversial as it would remove its relative autonomy by 
bringing it within the remit of the Damascus Governorate (province). If implemented, it will 
change the demographic of the camp and erase its distinct, Palestinian, political identity.

As noted earlier, Yarmouk was granted a unique legal status that administratively separated 
the camp from Yelda town.  The camp was independently administered by a local committee 
affiliated with the Ministry of Local Administration.  The committee supervised all services 
and was granted powers similar to those held by local councils. In the pre-war years and out 
of reach of the Damascus Governorate’s province-wide urban planning, the camp thrived and 
became the largest Palestinian camp in Syria. The report authors believe the local committee 
was dissolved simply to allow the regime to take full advantage of completely destroying the 
camp.
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This in turn provides a glimpse of how the new legislation has adversely impacted HLP rights 
and serves as a warning to those people attempting to claim HLP rights and/or commensu-
rate compensation for property in Yarmouk and other areas earmarked for the regime’s par-
ticular brand of reconstruction. Key problems faced by would be claimants included:

Those who were unable to prove their property rights or who received only minimal com-
pensation found themselves in the midst of bureaucratic chaos within the regime’s institu-
tions. 

The reconstruction process is being implemented very slowly and is subject to constant 
change as government bodies impose new conditions according to variations in the rela-
tionships between the regime and businessmen. A 2020 report by the Malcolm H. Kerr Car-
negie Middle East Center said 50,000 residents lost their homes in Basatien al-Razi because 
of the Marota City development.

The project did not take into account the complexities of the real estate sector in Syria and 
neglected the owners or residents of informal settlements or workaround ownership 
arrangements such as those many Palestinian refugees resorted to in order to secure stable 
housing in Syria.

While the owners of legally-constructed properties were given shares in the project by way 
of compensation, the value has been set at their current worth that is very low given the 
impact of war, recession and the weak economy. Their compensation has been undervalued 
as it should be set at the expected value on completion of the work. 

Brought to heel: Yarmouk loses its quasi-autonomous status 

There have been several attempts to create a new master plan for Yarmouk but the plan 
announced in 2020 is the most controversial as it would remove its relative autonomy by 
bringing it within the remit of the Damascus Governorate (province). If implemented, it will 
change the demographic of the camp and erase its distinct, Palestinian, political identity.

As noted earlier, Yarmouk was granted a unique legal status that administratively separated 
the camp from Yelda town.  The camp was independently administered by a local committee 
affiliated with the Ministry of Local Administration.  The committee supervised all services 
and was granted powers similar to those held by local councils. In the pre-war years and out 
of reach of the Damascus Governorate’s province-wide urban planning, the camp thrived and 
became the largest Palestinian camp in Syria. The report authors believe the local committee 
was dissolved simply to allow the regime to take full advantage of completely destroying the 
camp.
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Palestinians have been subject to arbitrary measures imposed by the regime at all stages of 
the war but the real estate rulings would prove to be the knockout blow to this community. 
Following the almost total destruction of the camp as a result of the bombings, ISIS control 
and its recapture by Syrian regime forces in mid-2018, speculation about the camp's situation 
began to emerge. Movement restrictions imposed by the regime on residents who simply 
wanted to visit their homes combined with the organised looting campaigns have left many 
Palestinians and Syrians who lived in the camp deeply fearful. Given the regime’s actions to 
date, many are in no doubt as to the Syrian regime’s will to eliminate the physical and symbol-
ic existence of the camp, the largest Palestinian camp in Syria and the de facto capital of the 
Palestinian Diaspora.

The regime began to dismantle Yarmouk’s independence with the passing of Decree 61 (2018) 
that dissolved the local committee and replaced it with the Damascus Governorate under the 
pretext of “harnessing” the governorate’s resources “to restore the infrastructure and conse-
quently” promoting “the return of the displaced”.  
The regime unveils its new Yarmouk master plan 

Ambiguity gave rise to rumour and speculation as conflicting reports of the fate of the camp 
emanated from the regime’s official institutions and Palestinian entities. Eventually, detailed 
Master Plan No. 105 for al-Qaboun and Yarmouk was announced and ratified by the Damascus 
Governorate Council on 25 June 2020.

The General Company for Engineering Studies (GCES), a government agency, was tasked 
with drawing up the new master plan.  It stipulated that the specificity of each region would 
be taken into account. Despite assurances that the camp would be protected, such as the state-
ment by the Secretary of the Palestinian Factions Alliance Khaled Abdelmajid that the Old 
Camp would not be included within the scope of the plans,  the letter of objection sent by 
GAPAR revealed that the new plan extended to parts of GAPAR’s land. The letter also revealed 
that GAPAR had reached out to the responsible ministries to remove its land from the plan 
before the announcement was made. In addition, GAPAR presented additional proposals to 
deal with the rest of the camp, such as the al-Taqaddom and 8th March neighbourhoods and 
the West Yarmouk area (the strip opposite Basatien al-Talatien).  The GCES, however, ignored 
these proposals.

There are significant differences between the new master plan for Yarmouk Camp and the 
2004 one. The new plan divides the camp into three main areas according to the regime’s 
assessment of how badly damaged sectors were: the most damaged (93 hectares), the moder-
ately damaged (48 hectares), and the slightly damaged (79 hectares). 
The camp’s identity has been erased as a result of the destruction of key markets, buildings 
and landmarks. In addition, moderately damaged neighbourhoods have been included in the 
new plan along with the most severely hit areas, meaning that approximately 60 per cent of 
the camp will be transformed into residential towers, commercial markets and public parks. 
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“Our father rented our home in 1970. We have lived there for all these years. The landlord 
has recently stopped collecting the 150-Syrian pound rent, as it has become equivalent to 
half a US dollar during the war,” said Ahmad Waleed. 

Third, the plan neglects the economic activities that thrived in pre-war Yarmouk. “The 
high economic value of Yarmouk Camp is rooted in its many popular markets spread across 
the camp with prices suitable for the middle and poorer classes, which is why most Damas-
cus residents used to come to the camp's markets to shop. The new plan will eliminate all 
forms of previous economic activity and turn the popular markets into shopping centres 
for the rich,” said former Yarmouk gold trader Ahmad al-Ahmad. 

Fourth, the new plan ignores the economic situation of residents whose properties will be 
expropriated. Even those Palestinians who can present title deeds and demonstrate ownership 
could not afford to rebuild given the only options available to them are to accept shares in the 
redevelopment that are valued far lower than the price of a new home in Yarmouk.  According 
to Human Rights Watch,  they will be forced to choose between three options: registering the 
sector in their names to receive a share of the profits from re-development, selling their shares 
at a public auction or creating a company to invest in and develop the division. All the share-
holders in a redevelopment plan sector must agree to one option, according to Law 10. This 
completely ignores the devastating economic suffering of the owners and others who have 
rights to confiscated properties. According to UNRWA, more than 95 per cent of Palestinian 
refugees are in need of continuous humanitarian aid to cover their basic needs.  In addition, 
even if willing, many Palestinians simply could not rebuild their homes due to the high cost of 
building permits. This creates a perfect atmosphere, similar to that of Marota City, for 
regime-affiliated businessmen to buy shares at bargain-basement prices.

Fifth, the current plan offers no assistance to those struggling to pay rent for residential units 
in the absence of a steady income – a situation that has led to many of them trying to reside in 
their demolished homes in Yarmouk Camp. The Director of Technical Studies in Damascus 
Governorate, Muammar Dhakak, announced during a provincial council session on 6 July 
2020 that Yarmouk Camp residents will not be allocated alternative residential units. He justi-
fied this decision citing a lack of funding for such units.  This will have serious consequences 
such as creating new waves of displacement and migration, pushing poverty levels to new 
highs and increasing the pressure on the already-fragile structures of other camps.

https://alwatan.sy/archives/157864
http://www.gapar.sy/ar/yarmok1.html
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The plan claims to secure the return of the residents of the remaining 40 per cent – those 
areas that suffered the least destruction – during the third stage of the plan on condition of 
proving ownership of the property; a process that may take years. This contradiction high-
lights what the report authors regard as the regime’s clear desire to expel the population and 
its unwillingness to offer solutions to the displaced. If the regime genuinely intended to solve 
their problems, it would have started renovating the slightly damaged 40 per cent of the 
camp, allowed residents to return, and then begun erecting residential towers.
Yarmouk plan tramples over Palestinian HLP rights

It is important to note that at the time of writing the Council of Ministers has not approved 
the current master plan  as it was resubmitted to the Damascus Governorate for re-examina-
tion. That said, re-examination is little more than a political manoeuvre designed to postpone 
but not annul its implementation unless international actors exert serious pressure on the 
regime.  Palestinians’ HLP rights are in serious jeopardy in Syria in general and Yarmouk in 
particular. Demonstrating the opaque and arbitrary nature of governance in Syria, Urban 
Planning and Organisation Manager Ebrahim Diab offered an extremely vague assessment of 
the camp’s future in an interview published by the official al-Baa’th newspaper in late 2020: 
“We might exercise restraint, we might abolish it, we might re-examine it or we might pre-
serve it.”  Even in the case of abolishing the plan, Yarmouk Camp remains a critical issue and 
the possible scenarios must be explored. The current master plan imposes a serious threat to 
the essence of the Palestinian existence in Syria. The threats and problems detailed below 
cannot be eliminated by simply abolishing the plan; the laws governing Palestinians’ HLP 
rights must be amended in a way that provides full protection of these rights.

First, the new plan does not take into account the unique forms of property ownership proofs 
held by Palestinians in Syria, which means only a small number of Yarmouk residents will be 
able to produce title deeds as so many relied on other means of securing a home (such as 
buying commercial premises under the right to trade that were in practice used as residential 
homes). 

Second, the new plan neglects to take into account the fact that many Yarmouk Camp resi-
dents own the property but not the land beneath it (leasehold). For example, the plan 
includes parts of GAPAR land where the residents are considered squatters on state lands and 
as such owners are only entitled to compensation for the rubble of their homes. However, 
GAPAR considers the housing permit to be equivalent to title deeds,  given that successive 
laws and decrees prohibited Palestinians from owning the land under the pretext of clinging 
to the Palestinian right of return.  It can be concluded that these politically-oriented laws and 
decrees are intended to strip Palestinians of their homes in Syria.  Moreover, the plan ignores 
and consequently strips Palestinians of properties owned via contracts with a weaker legal 
basis, such as the illegally-constructed, and those who have rented units for decades. 
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The plan claims to secure the return of the residents of the remaining 40 per cent – those 
areas that suffered the least destruction – during the third stage of the plan on condition of 
proving ownership of the property; a process that may take years. This contradiction high-
lights what the report authors regard as the regime’s clear desire to expel the population and 
its unwillingness to offer solutions to the displaced. If the regime genuinely intended to solve 
their problems, it would have started renovating the slightly damaged 40 per cent of the 
camp, allowed residents to return, and then begun erecting residential towers.
Yarmouk plan tramples over Palestinian HLP rights

It is important to note that at the time of writing the Council of Ministers has not approved 
the current master plan  as it was resubmitted to the Damascus Governorate for re-examina-
tion. That said, re-examination is little more than a political manoeuvre designed to postpone 
but not annul its implementation unless international actors exert serious pressure on the 
regime.  Palestinians’ HLP rights are in serious jeopardy in Syria in general and Yarmouk in 
particular. Demonstrating the opaque and arbitrary nature of governance in Syria, Urban 
Planning and Organisation Manager Ebrahim Diab offered an extremely vague assessment of 
the camp’s future in an interview published by the official al-Baa’th newspaper in late 2020: 
“We might exercise restraint, we might abolish it, we might re-examine it or we might pre-
serve it.”  Even in the case of abolishing the plan, Yarmouk Camp remains a critical issue and 
the possible scenarios must be explored. The current master plan imposes a serious threat to 
the essence of the Palestinian existence in Syria. The threats and problems detailed below 
cannot be eliminated by simply abolishing the plan; the laws governing Palestinians’ HLP 
rights must be amended in a way that provides full protection of these rights.

First, the new plan does not take into account the unique forms of property ownership proofs 
held by Palestinians in Syria, which means only a small number of Yarmouk residents will be 
able to produce title deeds as so many relied on other means of securing a home (such as 
buying commercial premises under the right to trade that were in practice used as residential 
homes). 

Second, the new plan neglects to take into account the fact that many Yarmouk Camp resi-
dents own the property but not the land beneath it (leasehold). For example, the plan 
includes parts of GAPAR land where the residents are considered squatters on state lands and 
as such owners are only entitled to compensation for the rubble of their homes. However, 
GAPAR considers the housing permit to be equivalent to title deeds,  given that successive 
laws and decrees prohibited Palestinians from owning the land under the pretext of clinging 
to the Palestinian right of return.  It can be concluded that these politically-oriented laws and 
decrees are intended to strip Palestinians of their homes in Syria.  Moreover, the plan ignores 
and consequently strips Palestinians of properties owned via contracts with a weaker legal 
basis, such as the illegally-constructed, and those who have rented units for decades. 
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“Our father rented our home in 1970. We have lived there for all these years. The landlord 
has recently stopped collecting the 150-Syrian pound rent, as it has become equivalent to 
half a US dollar during the war,” said Ahmad Waleed. 

Third, the plan neglects the economic activities that thrived in pre-war Yarmouk. “The 
high economic value of Yarmouk Camp is rooted in its many popular markets spread across 
the camp with prices suitable for the middle and poorer classes, which is why most Damas-
cus residents used to come to the camp's markets to shop. The new plan will eliminate all 
forms of previous economic activity and turn the popular markets into shopping centres 
for the rich,” said former Yarmouk gold trader Ahmad al-Ahmad. 

Fourth, the new plan ignores the economic situation of residents whose properties will be 
expropriated. Even those Palestinians who can present title deeds and demonstrate ownership 
could not afford to rebuild given the only options available to them are to accept shares in the 
redevelopment that are valued far lower than the price of a new home in Yarmouk.  According 
to Human Rights Watch,  they will be forced to choose between three options: registering the 
sector in their names to receive a share of the profits from re-development, selling their shares 
at a public auction or creating a company to invest in and develop the division. All the share-
holders in a redevelopment plan sector must agree to one option, according to Law 10. This 
completely ignores the devastating economic suffering of the owners and others who have 
rights to confiscated properties. According to UNRWA, more than 95 per cent of Palestinian 
refugees are in need of continuous humanitarian aid to cover their basic needs.  In addition, 
even if willing, many Palestinians simply could not rebuild their homes due to the high cost of 
building permits. This creates a perfect atmosphere, similar to that of Marota City, for 
regime-affiliated businessmen to buy shares at bargain-basement prices.

Fifth, the current plan offers no assistance to those struggling to pay rent for residential units 
in the absence of a steady income – a situation that has led to many of them trying to reside in 
their demolished homes in Yarmouk Camp. The Director of Technical Studies in Damascus 
Governorate, Muammar Dhakak, announced during a provincial council session on 6 July 
2020 that Yarmouk Camp residents will not be allocated alternative residential units. He justi-
fied this decision citing a lack of funding for such units.  This will have serious consequences 
such as creating new waves of displacement and migration, pushing poverty levels to new 
highs and increasing the pressure on the already-fragile structures of other camps.
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Sixth, the new plan does not pay any attention to the unique character of Yarmouk Camp that 
was the de facto capital of the Palestinian Diaspora. This extraordinary relationship between 
the camp, the residents, and the Palestinian cause reminds us of Edward Said’s memoir Out 
of Place.  The camp represents a place out of place. It is the connection point between Pales-
tinians and Palestine. Its lanes are named after their original home cities, villages, and neigh-
bourhoods (the new plan, for instance, changes the name of one of its oldest lanes, al-Feday-
een, to al-Shami). Ignoring this nature reflects the will to eliminate the largest Palestinian 
communities in Syria. Other camps, such as Dar’a Camp of Dar’a,  are faced with similar 
threats as there is talk of a new master plan for them too. 

Seventh, the new plan ignores the rift that split the camp during the war years. It is being 
implemented in the complete absence of any transitional justice mechanisms that would, for 
example, prosecute suspected war criminals. This lack of peacebuilding measures makes any 
chance of peaceful coexistence a distant prospect. Aisha Al Naif,  a witness to the Yarmouk 
siege who has since left the camp, asks: “How can we rebuild [Syria] together with a 
family that fought for the regime, contributed to imposing the siege on Yarmouk Camp 
and are still serving in [the regime’s] ranks without the slightest sense of guilt regarding 
their disastrous [deeds]? Or without justice or holding perpetrators to account?” 

Finally, after the plan was announced, those who have rights to property in Yarmouk were 
given just 30-days to file objections. Despite the very short period to file objections and the 
feasibility and validity of such a committee or the objection process itself, 2,800, or two per 
cent, of former Yarmouk Camp residents filed objections, according to Ebrahim Diab. 
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ADDITIONAL OBSTACLES TO CLAIMING HLP RIGHTS
Loss of documents

A large proportion of Yarmouk Camp residents lost their documents during the war including 
identity papers and various legal documents proving ownership, such as those for work-
around forms of buying property that did not require registering title deeds with the land reg-
istry (for example acquiring commercial premises to actually use as residential property 
referred to colloquially as “the notary public”). The Yarmouk Court bombing caused the larg-
est loss of documents in the camp. As previously mentioned, some of these documents were 
saved but the largest proportion, the pre-2000 documents, were lost. This opens the door to 
stripping a large number of the residents of their rights. 

The Norwegian Refugee Council also stresses: “Seventy per cent of Syrian refugees – Palestin-
ian refugees included – lost their identification document. These documents are necessary to 
request obtaining a deed replacement and to appoint a legal representative.”   

In addition, many former Yarmouk residents lost what documents they managed to take with 
them during their flight from the camp as many fled to Europe. 

“I lost all my documents in the boat to Greece. The smuggler caught me by surprise when 
he threw my bag in the sea on the pretext of lightening the load; it contained all my official 
documents, including my ID card, my deeds and my family records,” said Sami, a Yarmouk 
Camp resident who currently resides in the Netherlands.
Exclusion of female relatives of the disappeared and arbitrarily detained 

In addition to the wide range of abuses they are subjected to, victims of arbitrary detention 
and forcible disappearance lose their HLP rights. It would be impossible for the thousands of 
Palestinians whose family members were forcibly disappeared during the conflict to claim 
their right to the disappeared person’s properties. In practice, these people are not able to pro-
vide proof of ownership by themselves or by a legal representative and their relatives cannot 
provide a reason for their inability to obtain such documents.  If they died under torture, their 
relatives would not be able to obtain a death certificate and consequently would not be able to 
divide the inheritance. Women are mostly severely impacted by this as they carry the burden 
of carrying out this impossible legal procedure in cases where their husbands or father were 
detained or forcibly disappeared.

“My father and brothers were displaced by convoys of forcible displacement [residents of 
besieged towns were bussed to opposition-held northern Syria in coercive “reconciliation 
deals”] from southern Damascus in mid-2018. I stayed with my mother, and my father 
made me his legal representative before his displacement in order for me to be able to 
transfer the property and car ownership to my mother and myself for fear of confiscation 
under the pretext of belonging to a terrorist organisation. I was interrogated for hours at 
various intelligence branches because of my father’s affiliation with the opposition. I was 
also sexually harassed by intelligence agents more than once. Eventually, I had to flee 
Syria and I left everything behind me,” said Nour Badwan. 
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The Action Group for Palestinians in Syria (AGPS) have documented the arrests of 1,696 
Palestinians and the murder of 558 Palestinians by torture. The actual number is significant-
ly higher because of the Syrian regime’s concealment of names and other information about 
the detainees and also because of the families’ deep fear of persecution if they formally 
announced any cases of arbitrary detention or murder by torture.  
Palestinians displaced within Syria or abroad denied HLP rights 

The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor estimates the number of internally 
displaced Palestinian refugees in Syria at about 280,000 distributed over various Syrian gov-
ernorates with most residing in Damascus.  

The number of Palestinians displaced to areas of northern Syria that remain out of the 
regime’s control, according to the Civil Documentation Center for Palestinian Refugees in 
Northern Syria, is estimated at 7,500.  They face the harshest conditions as they live in tents 
and are prohibited from returning to their camps due to the complex political reality. They 
also face several legal issues, most importantly their inability to register their children in 
UNRWA or GAPAR records. In addition, dominant opposition factions in northern Syria lack 
sufficient understanding of the nature of the Palestinian existence in Syria, which raises the 
question of how the Syrian opposition will deal with the rights of Palestinians in the future. 

With regard to Palestinian refugees who left Syria, 80,000 live in Europe, 57,267 in Lebanon, 
Turkey, and Jordan, and 7,000 in Egypt and the Gaza Strip, according to Euro-Med Human 
Rights Monitor.

Refugees and internally displaced persons, especially those who fled areas considered hostile 
to the regime (such as Yarmouk Camp), are far more vulnerable to property expropriation 
under the new master plan. Returning to regime-controlled areas to prove ownership is for 
many a suicide mission. Male adults are accused of fleeing conscription and many will be 
detained for affiliation with the opposition or being involved in anti-regime activities.  At the 
same time, the 30-day deadline stipulated by the master plan within which people must 
appoint a legal representative to file objections is an extremely short period for most. The 
objection mechanism requires the objector, whether the property owner or the legal repre-
sentative, to file the objection in person, which imposes a new threat given the fact that the 
regime carries out arrest campaigns even in civil institutions.

63-year-old Jamal al-Khateeb told us he was detained at the Immigration and Passport 
Office of Damascus while he was applying to renew his young boy’s passport; his deten-
tion lasted two and a half years. Furthermore, many refugees, those in Lebanon for exam-
ple, are unable to appoint a lawyer due to economic hardships. Moreover, many refugees 
outside of Syria are not aware of the dangerous consequences of the new master plan; all 
interviewees outside of Syria seemed to believe that the unique status of the camp has 
been preserved.
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question of how the Syrian opposition will deal with the rights of Palestinians in the future. 

With regard to Palestinian refugees who left Syria, 80,000 live in Europe, 57,267 in Lebanon, 
Turkey, and Jordan, and 7,000 in Egypt and the Gaza Strip, according to Euro-Med Human 
Rights Monitor.

Refugees and internally displaced persons, especially those who fled areas considered hostile 
to the regime (such as Yarmouk Camp), are far more vulnerable to property expropriation 
under the new master plan. Returning to regime-controlled areas to prove ownership is for 
many a suicide mission. Male adults are accused of fleeing conscription and many will be 
detained for affiliation with the opposition or being involved in anti-regime activities.  At the 
same time, the 30-day deadline stipulated by the master plan within which people must 
appoint a legal representative to file objections is an extremely short period for most. The 
objection mechanism requires the objector, whether the property owner or the legal repre-
sentative, to file the objection in person, which imposes a new threat given the fact that the 
regime carries out arrest campaigns even in civil institutions.

63-year-old Jamal al-Khateeb told us he was detained at the Immigration and Passport 
Office of Damascus while he was applying to renew his young boy’s passport; his deten-
tion lasted two and a half years. Furthermore, many refugees, those in Lebanon for exam-
ple, are unable to appoint a lawyer due to economic hardships. Moreover, many refugees 
outside of Syria are not aware of the dangerous consequences of the new master plan; all 
interviewees outside of Syria seemed to believe that the unique status of the camp has 
been preserved.
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CONCLUSION

Violations committed against Palestinian refugees around the world since 1948 stem from the 
fact they are a stateless group of people with no political representation in host countries, 
which has intersected with UNRWA’s protection gap. The solution to this problem is found in 
the implementation of United Nations General Assembly Resolution 194, which states their 
right to return to their homes from which they were expelled in 1948 and the right to compen-
sation for the hardships they have endured. Until then, Palestinians should be given all their 
basic rights in host countries around the world.

As for Syria, the real problem lies in the existence of a dictatorial regime responsible for mass 
murder, displacement and the destruction of large parts of Syria - specifically those areas, 
such as Yarmouk Camp, that revolted against it and demanded change and democracy. The 
regime is also responsible for the chaos related to the real estate sector in Syria as a result of 
its wavering policies, the absence of a comprehensive and strategic vision and the use of the 
sector as a tool for extracting loyalty and earning a fortune for its closest supporters. There 
can be no progress with regard to rebuilding Syria, including Yarmouk Camp, without a 
peaceful political transition that leads to a democratically-elected government.

A future government must abolish all discriminatory laws against Palestinians, regardless of 
their date of entry to Syria, before proceeding with the rebuilding of Palestinian camps and 
residential areas. All refugees must be treated in accordance with the 1951 Refugee Conven-
tion. Laws related to Palestinians’ HLP rights must be radically changed to ensure complete 
equality with their Syrian counterparts. Palestinians should enjoy full rights as they are 
obliged with the same duties towards the state and they constitute an inseparable part of the 
Syrian community fabric. Palestinians’ HLP rights should not be linked to their right to return 
to their homes in Palestine as such rights do not contradict the right to return. The Syrian HLP 
rights of Palestinians in Europe, especially those who obtained citizenship in the Netherlands 
and Sweden, should not be lost because of the statute of limitation, which stipulates a specific 
period of time within which such claims must be lodged. To preserve access to these HLP 
rights, European states should lodge claims on behalf of all Palestinian refugees as a matter of 
urgency. A comprehensive evaluation of Palestinians’ HLP rights must be undertaken, espe-
cially those who acquired property via GAPAR housing permits, and all documents supporting 
these rights must be permanently recognised as equal to property title deeds and registered 
as such.

Any current or future master plan should be in the best interests of stakeholders who happen 
to be, in the case of Yarmouk Camp, Palestinian refugees. They should be represented in the 
relevant commissions by real representatives they themselves have mandated. Organisations 
working on the Palestinian issue, especially UNRWA, should play a supervisory role with 
regard to planning and implementation. Yarmouk Camp’s local committee must be reactivat-
ed as the representative of the administrative independence of the camp. Until then, all the 
inhabitants of the camp must be allowed to return to their homes despite the status quo.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is necessary to work on an inclusive political solution to the Syrian issue that restores 
power to the people and ends tyranny. This ensures the establishment of a social contract for 
a new democratic Syria via a constitution emanated from the popular will that protects the 
private property of all inhabitants of Syria including Palestinians and minorities not 
recognised as Syrians (e.g., denationalised Kurds), with an emphasis on gender equality in 
law which guarantees the abolition of a long era of injustice endured by women in general 
and in terms of their right to property in particular. 

Until then, we recommend the following:
All international and Syrian parties involved in the political process must  
comprehensively address housing and property rights for Palestinian refugees in any transi-
tional or final negotiations. Decisions taken, such as those related to repatriation or repara-
tions, must adhere to international humanitarian law and be independently monitored by 
third parties.

The international community, especially the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion (PLO) and states that have relations with the Syrian regime, must pres-
sure the latter to:

1. Annul any organisational scheme for the reconstruction of Yarmouk Camp that does not 
preserve its political identity as a witness to the Nakba in terms of street names and residen-
tial neighbourhoods; 

2. Ensure the participation of former residents, whether they have already returned or are 
still displaced, in the design and reconstruction of Yarmouk. This can be done by establishing 
consultation mechanisms, including online ones, and proposing different reconstruction 
options such as owner-driven approaches. 

3. Ensure that the Palestinian right of return does not preclude their right to adequate hous-
ing that includes tenure security;

4. Digitise copies of all existing real estate records, especially those related to Palestinian 
camps, provide exact replicas to concerned parties and offer flexible means to prove owner-
ship if documents have been lost, such as approving neighbours’ testimonies and pictures of 
the property before its destruction;

5. Allow residents to return to their camps without having to meet any provisions such as 
security conditions or proof of property ownership/occupancy;

6. Abolish gender-based discrimination in all legislation, especially laws that prohibit Syrian 
women from bequeathing their property and conferring citizenship to their children, and 
create an emergency mechanism to protect the rights of women and children to properties 
registered in the name of their disappeared male relatives;

7. Disclose the fate of the forcibly disappeared in order to allow their families to arrange their 
legal and social affairs, including those related to property.
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UNRWA must take the following steps:

1. Form a committee similar to the post-1948 United Nations Conciliation Commission for 
Palestine (UNCCP), alone or in coordination with the UNHCR or other UN agencies, mandat-
ed with documenting and allowing Palestinians to register property in Syria;

2. Urgently work on rebuilding its destroyed facilities in the camps (e.g., clinics and schools), 
especially in Yarmouk Camp, to meet the urgent needs of those who stayed in the camps and 
the internally displaced who currently cannot return. Restoration of UNRWA services in the 
camp lays the groundwork for the largest possible number of residents to return to their 
homes and relieves them of the burden of displacement. This should be done as part of an 
early recovery process throughout the whole of Syria as a means of preventing potential 
social unrest that might arise in the case of only ensuring the return of Palestinian internally 
displaced persons;

3. Form a committee tasked with providing free legal aid to Palestinian refugees, which 
includes clarifying the legal status of Palestinian property, providing advice in light of local 
laws and advising women who have lost their property rights for various reasons and also 
advising men who had to leave Syria, as well as conducting community-oriented, aware-
ness-raising campaigns to enhance the understanding of housing and property issues;

4. Shoulder its responsibility towards displaced Palestinian refugees in the north of Syria who 
are currently enduring extremely harsh living conditions and launch a comprehensive pro-
gramme to ensure adequate shelter until they are able to return to their original homes, in 
addition to providing all the services UNRWA is mandated to provide given that northern 
Syria falls within UNRWA's jurisdiction.

Refugee-hosting countries must honour the principle of non-refoulement and cease 
the deportation of Syrians and Palestinians because Syria is not safe for them. The already 
considerable risks faced by those forcibly returned to Syria are greatly increased for those 
whose homes have also been either destroyed or effectively expropriated by the Syrian 
regime. 

International organisations have a duty to ensure that their partnerships 
with Syrian parties do not consolidate or perpetuate war crimes and grave human rights 
breaches. Stringent due diligence mechanisms must be put in place to prevent “war crimes 
dividends”.

Finally, Syria researchers and civil society must draw attention to the unique 
characteristics of Palestinians’ situation in Syria, given the existence of legislation that is 
different from laws that apply to Syrians.




